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DESIGN PROCEDDHES POR DOMINANT TYPE SYSTEMS
W ITN LARGE PARAMETER VARIATIONS
Abstract--This report presents design procedures for
fourth-order dominant type systems with large plant
parameter variations. The s-domain specifications of
the system - are assumed to be in the form of an accept-
able dominant closed loop pile region and bounds on
the location of the "far-off" closed loop poles.
The design philosophy is to place compensation zeros
within the acceptable dominant cl.)sed loop pole region
such that the dominant closed loop poles remain within
their prescribed region despite the large variations
in the plant parameters. Design procedures are pre-
sented for variation in the plant gain factory only
and for simultaneous variation in the plant gain
factor and the plant poles. Finally, an approxi-
mate procedure is presented which considers simul-
taneous variation in the plant gain factor, the
plan*_ poles and a plant mero located on the real
axis in the s-plane. In all cases, the design
procedures are such as to minimize the sensitivity
of the system to internal noise.
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND DEIGN PHILOSOPHY
1.1 Statement of the Problem
The problem considered in this document may be
stated as follows: 1). A single input-single output
plant * P(s) has parameters (gain factor, poles and
zeroes) which may lie or "slowly" vary within a given
region-in the s-plane. 2). The acceptable region of
closed loop poles is specified in the s-plane. This
acceptable region is determined by transforming the
typical type domain specifications such as rise time,
over-shoot and settling time into specifications on
the location of the dominant poles of the system.
This transformation_ of these specifications f., om tLe
time domain to the pole-zero domain is consideredt by
Barber. 1 3). Linear time invariant compensation is
to be chosen to satisfy the above specifications such
that the effect of internal noise at the plant input
*
The term "plant" is used here in the commonly
accepted sense in the control literature to denote the
constrained part of the system whose output is L ►ie
system output.
r-
a
sp.
'E
is minimized.	 The pictorial representation of a typi-
cal problem encountered in .flight contrul is shown in
Fig.
1.2	 State of the Art	 -
I
-T
This problem has been treated in the Literature.'
However, the design techniques presented have several
-;
` deficiencies.	 The ,mapping of-the region of plant
parameter variation into-the acceptable closed loop }
pole region is approximate and is only valid if--the,
acceptable	 loop,pole region is relatively smallclosed
- and well removed from the plant parameter variation in
the s-plane.	 An additional deficiency is that the un-
avoidable large loop transmission bandwidth involved
in using these design techniques result3 in a very
unfavorable high frequency response-to-internal noise -
at the plant_input.
A design procedure which greatly alleviates
these deficiencies is the topic of a recent paper by
4
Horowitz.	 The design procedure presented in the
present document is essentially that developed in the
paper by Horowitz, expanded to take into account the
x
E effect of one of the "far-off" poles. 	 Thus Horowitz
uses a third order representation in deriving the
dominant poles of the system whereas this treatment
uses a fourth order representation. 	 Chapter IV-ilso
rf
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4considers the additional effect of a drifting zero
on the real axis.
1.3	 Design philosophy
The design procedure presented in this paper
is based on the dominant	 Compensationpole-concep=t.
zeroes_ are strategically placed near or within the
acceptable:closed loop pole region (See _Figure 1.1).
The gain of the system isthen determined such that
the closed loop poles remain within the acceptable
"region in the s-plane, despite the large plant para-
meter variations.
	 "Far-off" poles (and zeroes) are
then assigned in such a manner as to allow, the loop
transmission to decrease as fast as possible without
violating the system time domain specifications.
	 The
problem of the placement of these "far-.off" poles and
zeroes, excluding the nearest "far-off'. pole placed on
the real axis,
	 is not considered in this paper.
Horowitz 4
 has presented a method for the placement of
I
these "far-off" poles and zeroes..
{
1.4
	 Scope of Work and Terminology
El
The plant parameter variation and acceptable
dominant closed loop pole region are somewhat similar
to those encountered in flight control.
t
5Chapter II considers the problem of variation
in the pl,.nt gain only. Plant pole cancellation and
	 3
replacement is anticipated. The plant transfer
function P(s) is assumed to be of the form.
P(s) _	 2 k
	 (1.1)
_	
s($ +Spsfpp)
where: k gain factor of the plant which may vary
between kmin and kmax'
Sp
 and Pp are fixed parameters that determine
the position of the plant poles.
For complex plant poles located at aPj Wp , Sp and Pp
are given by.
Sp = -26 p	 (1.2)
	
Pp = a p+W 2 	(1-3)
The loop transmission Ld (s) i *s assumed to have the form
	
kh (s2 +S s+P )	 kihnd(s)
	
s(s +S'ts+P^)(s+P1)
	
d
where: K = fixed gain added to the system;
So and Po are fixed parameters that determine
the position of the compensation zeroes;
6S  and 1 1 are fined parameters that determine
the position of the plant replacement poles;
-P 1 is the location of the nearest "far-off"
open loop pole on the real axis.
For complex compensation zeroes located at a z ±jw z , So
and P o a!e given by
S	 = -2a
	 ( 1 . 7 )
o	 z
P o = a 2 +w 2 	(1.6)
For plant replacement poles located on the real axis
at r 1 and r 2 , St and P
.1 are given by
St = -( r 1 + r2 )	 (1.7)
P^ = r 1 r 2	 (1.H)
The closed-loop transfer function T d (s) iG assumed to
have the form
P rp f1 p f2	 Prp f1 p f2
Td(s)	
(s2+Srs+Pr)(s+pf )(s+pf )	
lld s'_
1	 2
(1.9)
where:	 -pf= , -pf
	are the . positions of the non- 1
z%-
dominant closed loop pores which
may be real or co®plez conjuigate,
Sand P^ are parameters ".that,. d?etermfue :ther
position of the "ztemdnant closed _ loop"poles.-_
rForori^iex doma$nt closed loop pees lonae^ at± a
mod , S and Pr_
	bytTd#	 are giYB:r-
z __	
A
Sr d 	- 	 {i,104:= :	 y
_ _ -	 -	 2	 ^2
-	 -	
AA
_
chapter IIl-
 considers the problem- of -a mu fiatie-
ous plant gain -and plant pole variation.
	 The plant_
- i - transfer- Tunctioa has the same . form as fn Eq. - t:1 but
-S	 and- *P	 are now `-slowly vaky3ug or unknown parameters.
-,
= Since plant .pole canc,61lat-lon is not practical here-,
- -	 = the, loop_
 transmission has the forte
-
_ kh(s2+S }P } 	 khn (s}
Ld(s) _
	
2
--d_.ds	 (1.12)_
_ s (s +S,	 rF	 } ( sf ni }	 d a
The-- closed loop -transfer function is. -Qf the same: form -
as in Eq.	 1.9._
- Chapter IV considers the-problem. `af simvltane-	 -
ous plant gain, plaint pole=and plant _zero variation.
fi
1
6
,
3-
i
3
s
r
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The plant transfer function is assumed to be of the
f orm
1'( s ) =	 2(s+z)
s(s +Sps+Pp)
where: -z is the position of the drifting zero on
the real axis.
The loo p
 transmission has the form
kh (s 2 +S s+P ) (s+z )	 kKn d(s)
Ld (s) =	 2	 0	 0	
= d 
S	 (1,14)
s(s +Sp s+Pp )(s+Pz )	 d
where: -P z
 is the position of the fixed pole used to
partially cancel the effect of the driftirg
zero,
The closed loop transfer function is
Prpf Pc 
z 
/z (s+z)
Td ( s ) =	 2	
1	
e
(s +Srs+P,)(-,-,+pf )(s+p c )
1	 'L
P r pf p c /z (s+z)
_	 1	 z
D  s
where: 
-PC is the position of the closed 1.)p pole
Z
near the drifting zero z on the real axes;
-pf
 is the position of the "far-off" closed
1
loop pole on-the real axis.
(1.1.5 1
yW_
Chapters II and III are extensioiis of work by
Horowitz in that the effect of the "far-off" pole 1'1
leas been included while Chapter- IV is completely
original.
Appendix _1 presents various convergence proce-
dures for factoring polynomials on a digital computor.
Appendix B presents a geometric proof of a design
procedure used in Chapter II.
4
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3CHAPTER 11
DESIGN FOR PLANT GAIN VARI,.TION ONLY
.	 r
1 .1
t
2.1 Plant Pole Cancellation
This chapter treats the case when the plant
pole variation is "sufficiently Finall" sucth that
cancellation of the plant poles is valid providing,
of course, that they are not located in the right half
plane. 5
 I discussion on what constitutes "sufficiently
smali" variation in the plant poles is given in (4j.
The saving in the gain-bandwidth product of the loop
transmission, obtained by cancelling the plant poles
and replacing them with poles nearer the desired
closed loop pole region, may be quite substantial,
especially if the acceptable closed loop pole region
is far removed from the original plant poles.
2.2 Design Philosophy
The design. philosophy in the case of plant gain
variation only is to first cancel the existing plant
poles and replace them with poles nearer the desired
closed loop pole region. These pales will be near or
on they
 boundary of the acceptable closed loop pole
region at minimum plant gain, k = kCo
min	 mpensationi '
I
^ 1
1j
7
a_
tl
z
11
zeroes are then located so that the dominant closed
loop poles lie within the acceptable region despite
the variat' , ns in plant gain factor k. The problem
is depicted pictorially in Fig. 2.1.
2.3 Design Equations
The expression for the loop transmission Ld(s)
is from Eq. 1.4
kh(s2 +S o s+P o )	 C khnd(s)
Ld (s) =	 2	 =	 (2.1}
s ( s +S
.P
 s+Pt ) (s+P 1 )	 d 
	
Es
and the expression for the system transmission Td(s)
is from Eq. 1.9
P rpf1 Pf2	 Prpf1Pf^;O
Td (s) _ (s2
+S rs+P r )(s+p fw )(stPf }	
^?d(s
2
(2.2)
The characteristic equation of the system is then
Dd (s) = dd (s)+khnd (s)	 (2.3)
Equating the zero degree coefficients in I;q. 2.3 gives
khi' o = p f1 pf2Pr	 (2.4)
i -
r
1;'
Cf&. Z ..f PROBLEM OF PLANT GAIN VAR IATION ONLY
L,j (s) = kl( WI+ S s +Pe1
s !s^ ♦ Svs +Pj) ( s+P )
7',t
 (s) =	 PA f-, *A
( 5 ,2 +S,,^S +Pig }(5+y°,^,) <s})°t^)
i
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Let Pr, pf and pfd enote P r , Pf and pl at k = kmin'
1	 z	 1	 2
Also define
K G	
h= Prpf
1 pfk 	 21	 min	 P	 (2'S)0
It is very desirable to minimize the value of K 1 ,which
is the system gain necessary to bring the-root loci to
the acceptable region of the dominant closed loop poles.
Also, the high frequency asymptote of.L d (s) (Eq. 2.1)
is h 1 /s2 , which is-an important factor in determining
the effect of internal noise at the plant input. 6 Large
A l
 increases the possibility of plant saturation by in-
ternal high frequency noise. The next section deals
with the choice of the parameters in Eq. 2.5 in which
the minimization of h 1
 is the prime ob.'ective.
2.4 Choice of Design Parameters to Minimize Svstem
Gain
The choice of the position of the dominant closed
loop poles at k = kmin depends somewhat on the shape of
the acceptable region for the closed loop poles. Let
the position of the dominant closed loop poles at
k = kmin be denoted by
Pa ► Pd	 Q d	 3w*	 (2.6)
(vote that
14
Pr	 (pall = (6a)2+(Lu*)2 (see Fig. 2.2) (2.7)
It is desirable to minimize Ip*d l and thereby Pr*,,
since, from Eq. 2.5 this tends to minimize h 1 . This
implies-that p*d
 should be located on or very close to
the boundary of the acceptable region for the dominant
closed loop poles.
The next problem is to choose the values for
p* and p* , the non--dominant closed loop poles atf 1
	f2
k = kmin' These closed loop poles will lie on the
real axis for small values of gain since P 1 is assumed
to be on the real axis. The values of p* and p*
f 1	 f2
will have to be determined from considerations of the
time domain specifications of the system transmission.
They should be chosen as close in as possible, since
from Eq. 2.5, this w4 ll tend to minimize h 1
 but if
they are too close to .the origin, the system response
can no longer be characterized by the dominant pole
pair. The latter consideration determines the minimum
distance (from the origin) of these poles. Henceforth,.
it is assumed that p* andand pfare known.
1	 2
The position of the compensation zeroes Z_ and
L is now considered. Denote the position of the
zeroes Z, Z as
	
Z,Z =.a zt ju z	( 2.8)
6
NL \
C,
x,
C^	
90°
Air
I,fj
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Note that
P o = IZI 2 = a 2 +w 2 (See Fig. 2.2)	 (2.9)
Therefore IZI should be made as large as possible to
maximize P o
 which, from Eq. 2.5, will tend to minimize
K 11, If the variation in plant gain is very large, the
dominant closed loop poles will, at k = kmax$ be very
close to the compensation zeroes. This means that
these zeroes must be located near the boundary of the
acceptable closed loop pole region.
2.5 Positioning of Dominant Closed Loop Poles and
Compensation Zeroes
The method used ir. this paper to fix the
position of the compensation zeroes is the same as
in reference (4). This method is to demand that the
angle of departure of the root locus from the dominant
pole pa for k > kmin be within a prescribed sector,
given in Fig. 2.3 as H 1 p*H2 . The choice of this
sector is somewhat arbitrary but should be fairly
generai and easily applied to different acceptable
regions of dominant closed loop poles.
In Fig. 2.3, the angle of departure, d , of
the root locus from pd is given by
Od = 180 0 - (';P1+CP2+900-6Z)	 (2.10)
]%
where:	 11	 = L - Pf pa1
2 = L -
 p* pa
900	
- L papa
6 1	- L Z p*
8 2 	- L_ Z pa
Q Z	= 81 + 62
Solving Eq. 2.10 for 6 Z gives
e Z = O d+(4)+42+ 90°)-180°	 (2.11)
Denote the extreme values of the departure angle
O d , which lie within the sector H 1 pdH2 , as
ib dmi n 5 VJ d 5 dmax	 (2.12)
The extreme values of 0  are then
A Zmin = 90 0 + 4) +(P2+d)dmin- 180 0 (2.13)
6 Zmax = 90 0 + 4) 1 +W2 +0 dmax - 180 0 (2.14)
Tie locus of zero posit .ons, Z, Z, such that 6Z is a
constant, is an are of a circle drawn through the
t
t
s
18
points pa, p* and a third point X on the real axis
defined by the equation,
F -_
L Xpa =	 /z (^-^^}
The proof of this statement is given in Appendix B..-
The design procedure-i3, theca, to locate two
points X^ and-X2 on the real axis c*rrespon6:I zg to
Zitaiii and	 in Eq.	 . 1 5. E	 C-ircular arcs c1 and
are drawn thruu h the points pd pd and Pa bpd. as
shown in Fig. -2.3 .
	
Locating the compe;nss t io a re- roes -
bet' een_- the arcs• c^ maze - c 	 will then insure_-th-.z=;the
angle of dept rture of-the rood 1cca s from tfie dominant
pole PS is -witbin the specified sector 3 1 p-ksi
When k	 is much greater
max
than kasin, the closed
loop poles will, at k	 be very close try -the	 - y
c(,mpensa.t ion zeroes. Therefore, - in order to i G EL, re
that the root locus remains - i n the rresegtata: e - regi:)n
as k approaches k	 the angle o f entry o f the 10--us
spat
u_
into the complex zero should be checked.	 The angle of
ent ry :;,	 is given by
jF
Ja _ tZ^ : 2 tn^+^ -90°-180° X2.16}
Sq-
19
a 3 =	 LPZ
c 4 =	 L d*Z
Sop =
	 LZ z
These angles are shown in F3--g. 2.4.
The value h
1 
may be computed from Eq. 2.5 once
the zeroes have been located. 	 It should be noted that
if kmax is not much greater than kmin, the zeroes may
not have to be located within the acceptable closed
loop pole region,
2.E
	 Open Loop Poles of L 1-51
The last step in the design procedure is to lo-
cate t- he open loop poles of L d (s).	 From Eq. 2.3,
	 the -
expression for D*(s) is
L'*(s)	 -dd(s)+i^l nd(s)
- -	 =	
.
x
}
Theref ure
dd(8) = D(s)- .K nd (s) (2.17)	 -
or
2
-
	
*	 2de( s )	 = (s +S rs+P r )(s+pf }^s+pf')-KI (s +Sos+-Po,
20
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=s { s3 +(Pf +pf+ Sr)s2 +( pf	 p	+S*(pf +pf)+Pr-K1)s1	 2	 1	 2	 1	 2
+( SrP* P'f +P*(Pf +Pf )-K1So)}1 2	 1	 2 (2.19)
5(s2+St s+Pt ) (s+P 1 )	 (2.20)
The roots of (s2 +S^c+Pt ) may be complex or real de-
pending on the location of the acceptable closed loop
pole region and the value of K i . The anticipated root
locus, for a design of this type, for the given accept-
able closed loop pile region, is shown in Fig. 2.5.
2.7 Design Example
The following is a., application of the design
procedure for gain variation only.
The design equations are
Pf1Pf2Pr
Td(s)	
(s2+Srs+Pr)(s+pf )(s+pf)
1	 2
k 
min K(s2+5os+Po)
Ld(s} = s
( s2+S,s +P')(s+P1)
where T*(s) ai ►d L* ( s) are the system-transmission and
loop transmission respectively, at k = kTtie
min'
plant transfer function is assumed to be of the form
7
If
2 2	
T
P(s) _ 
2s(s+Sps+Pp)
where k, the plant gain factor, may vary from km . =1
to kmax=1000. The complex plant poles are assumed to
be fixed and have been cancelled by zeroes placed
near them.
The closed loop pole values -pf and -pfare
1	 2
assumed to be -10 and -15 respectively. These choices
for p 1 and p 2 are purely arbitrary other than that
they must lie to the left of the boundary shown in
Fig. 2.6.- This report does not show how these values
of pt and pt are obtained but how the design pro-
1	 2
cedes - once they are known. The acceptable region for
the dominant closed loop poles, as well as other per-
tinent quantities for this design example, are shown
in Fig. 2.6.
As a first choice for pa,the . dominant closed
loop pole at k = kmin, let
Pa = -3 +33
since this is close-to the minimum value of P r for this
acceptable dominant closed loop pole region. The angle
of departure of the root locus from the dominant pole
pd must be within the sector H 1 pdH 2 , i.e.
140 9 s 6 d s 2300
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= The angle of departure of the root locus from the
dominant pole pd is given by
Od =	 (4' 1 +'02+90°-9 Z ) -
SI
180°-
where:	 )1	 L-p* pad	 Tan-1 ^	 25.40
-	 -	 -
1
40Z _	 L-p*f pa	 = Tan-1 2 = 14.0°
2
_ QZ =	 LZ pa.,
-
	L Z.pa
Frflm Eqs. 2.13 and 2.14, the values of BZmax and
QZmin are given by r
9	 =	 -900 +$	 ''Z	 ^ dmax	 1 + 2max
=-2300-900+25.40+14.00
= 179.4°
0Zmin = Od-xin- 90 ° +.rD1+4'2
=-14o°-900+25.4°+14.o0
= 89.4°
Next, two points on the real axis X 1 . X2 are deter-
mined such that
LX d _ _ 8Z2	 _ 9001	 d	 2
9 Z min ,.
/_X2pa	 2	 = 45 °
Two arcs are now drawn through the points p*X,pa and
P*X2Pa (See Fig. 2.6). The construction begins by
locating a point on the real axis that is equidistant
from the points - pd,
 X and pa. Using this point on the
real axis as the center of a circle, circular arcs are
drawn through the points pd , X and Td* 	 a compass.
As a first choice for the position of the
compensation zeroes Z and Z, let
z, z = -6 f jo.5
This positinn for the compensation zeroes will tend to
maximize P o for the circular arcs c 1 and c 2 shown in
Fig. 2.6. Large P o from Eq. 2.5 will mean a smaller
value for h 1
 which is the object of this design
procedure.
The expression for nd (s) is
nd (s) 	 (s-Z)(s+Z)
(s+6+j0.5)(s+6-j0.5)
s2+12s+36.25
The value of k 1
 may be computed from Eq. 2.5, i.e.
h, _ kminh _ 1•h
Prpf 1 
p f2
P 0
(18)(10)(10 
= 74.-5
-	 36.25.
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From Eqs. 2.17 and 2.19, the expression for dd (s)	 is
dd ( s ) Ua(s)-hlnd(s)
or
d d (s) = 3 { s3+(Pf -p* +c*)s2+(pf*, P* +S*, (pf*, +pf )+P r -h1 	)s1	 1	 1	 2	 1	 2
+(S r*P*, pf+Pr(Pf +pf*, )-h1So)}
1	 2	 1	 2
s{5 3( 10+15 +6)s2+(150+6(25) +18-74.5)s
+(6(150)+18(25)-12(74.5)))
s(s3+31s2+243.5s+456)
To obtain the open loop poles of Ld (s), this equation
must be factored. Using the methods in Appendix A,
this equation is factored into the following open
loop poles
dd (s) = s(s2+28.4s+168)(s+2.65)
= s(s+2.65)(s+9.00)(s+19.44)
from which
P 1 = X9.44
(s 2 +St, s +P^) _ ( s+2.65) (s+9.00 )
s2+11.65s+23.85
The angle of departure Od of the root locus from the
dominant pole p*d
 is
26
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27
Od	
1800-(t1+cD2 +900 -0Z)
8Z =	 LZpa+LZpa
= Tan-1 ^ + Tan-1 33J = 39. 8 0+49.30
= 89.10
Therefore Od = 1800-(25.40+14.0 0 + 900 -89.10)
= 139.70
which is satisfactory since it is very close to the
minimum value of 140 0 . The angle of entry of the root
locus into the zeroes is given by Eq. 2.15, i.e.
e = a1+a2 +a3+a4-900 -180°
= L-p*f Z+ L-p*p Z+ LpaZ+  LaZ-270°
1	 2
Tan -1
 vTan -1 9+Tan-1 -.-7 +Tan -1 335 -270°
= 7.10+3.20+219.8+130.70-2700
which is
For this
of entry
factory.
is shown
= 90.80
satisfactory for this
particular placement
between 20 0 and 1600
The approximate root
in Fig. 2.7.
design (see Fig. 2.6).
of the zeroes, an angle
would probably be satis-
locus for this design
2.8 Improvement in Desia< <
 Example
The first design could be improved. If the
compensation zeroes could be moved further to the
left, it would, from Eq. 2.5, decrease toe value of K1.
With this as the objective, let the second choice for
28
If
p- be	 pa = -3.5+j2.0
The angle of departure O d iscoustrained to be within
the sector H 1 paH2 defined by the equation
110 0 5 O d s 2300
(quantities ,pertinent to this design are shown in
Fig. 2.8.
The angles SW1 and 2 are
qj 1 = Tan -1 6 25 = Tan -1 0.308 = 17.20
S.2 = Tan-11725 - Tan -1 0 .174 = 9.85 0
The same method as before will be used to fix the
position of the compensation zeroes. The angle of
departure of the root locus from pa is
Od	 1800-(941+4^2+900-eZ )
= 900-17.20-9.850 +8 Z)
or	 AZ = Od-62.950
Therefore 8 7 max = 230 0 -63 0 = 1 t- J0
0
Zin = 1100m	
-630 = 470
Again two points on the real axis X V X2 are determined
such that
L X l pa = 83.50
Lx 2Pd*  = 23.50
J1
-t 3 --IL -11	 -to -1 - -8 -
Fi&.2.8 IMPROVEMENT IN THE DESIGN FOR
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Two circular arcs are now	 awre t_hrutc'b1 the cso;.r:ts
P*X^ pp* and ptX?p *- as Shown icy 
The compensation zero positi=.re>.s are cho-ien as
L.L
The expression for n ,i (s ) is t Een
	
r_d (	 _- s i+s+_0
The valise of hj from Eq. 2.7 is
Prpf pf
_	 t	 2	 (ifi.2F(i(^i ZSK
	 P	 _0	 50
x+8.69
Thls is a reduction of about 4 db. from the . k 1 of
the previous design.
The angle of departure 
^'d of the root locus
from pa, for this position of compensation zer.ce.s, is
-120 0 _ The angle of entry	 of the root lochs Ac ( ,u the
.e
oimpensation zero Z is 84 4 . Bot" of these values are;
satisfactory for the given acceptable closed loop pole
re€ion (see Fig. 2.8). The reason that the angle of
entry should be checked is as follows: If the compen-
sation zeroes were placed in the extreme left hand
corner of the acceptable closed Trop pole regior;, an
angle of entry greater than approximately 80 0 would
be unsatisfactory. An angle of entry larger than 800
would probably indicate that the root locus would be
31
r
outside the acceptable closed loop pole region for
some value of k between k = k
	 and k = k	 -
min	 max'
The expression for da(s) is found t'ror.- Eq. 2.19
dd (s)	 s(s3+(10+15+7)82+(1;c+7(2Z)+16.23-48.69)s
+(7(150)+16.23(27)-14(48.69))}
= s(s3+3232+292.59+773}
VIZ
this equation results in the following ex-
pression for dd(s)
d_(s)	 _ (s+4.46)(s2+27.7s+173)
_	 (s+4.4a)(s+g.49)(s +18.21) 	-
The root locus for this design is of the same form as
the previous design and is sliown in - Fig. 2.9.
_ 2.9	 Summary of Design Procedure
The design procedure for variation ;n plant gainti
factor only is summarized below.
1.	 Cancel the plant poles.
2.	 Fix tAe positions of the dominant closed loop
_- poles at k	 k
min'
3.	 Determine they
 values of the "far-off" closed
loop poles at k i k tnir
4.	 Determine the position of the compensation
zeroes so that the root locus from k
	
k-.
\ ^
	 ^
.	 .	 )2
	» - -	 to k=k	 remains within the acceptable\	 max	 .
closed loop pole region..
:	 ),	 Solve for the open loop poles of La(s)
\	 ^	 from £§, 2,20.
\	 .	 The next chapter in this paper considers var-
iation in both the plant poles and plant gain factor.
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tCHAPTER III
PROBLEM OF SIMULTANEOUS PLANT GAIN
AND PLANT POLE VARIATION
s-
^E
3.1 Problem Definition
In the case where the plant poles vary as well
as the plant gain factor, plant pole cancellation is
riot feasible. In this case the system -gain must be
sufficiently high so that the dominant closed loop
poles remain within their acceptable region despite
the variations in the plant poles. The problem re-
solves into locating the compensation zeroes such that
the system gain necessary to accomplish this is minimized.
3.2 Design Equations	 =
The expr-sssions for the dominant part of the
loop transmission and system transmission given--:by
Eqs. 1.12 and 1.9 are repeated below.
kK(s2+Sos+Po)
	
kKnd(s)
Ld(s)	 s ( s2+Sps+Pp X P 1 )	 dd-8
pf
 pf P r -	 Pf pf Pr
T (s) =	 1 2	 =	 7 2d	 2(s+Srs+Pr)(s* 1
	 2
pf )(s+pf ) 	Dd s
34
The plant. transfer function is of the foam
P(s) =	 k
s(s2+Sps+Pp)-
The plant gain factor k varies from k = kmin to
k = k max
	 _
aril the, plant poles may Lie or "slowly vary"
-
within the region shown in Fig. 3.1. - The character-
istic equation of the system Dd (&) from Eq. 2.3 is
Dd (s) = dd(s)+khnd(s)
'!
Gr (s2 +Srs+Pr)(s+pf, )(s + p f, 
2 ) = s(s2+Sps +Pp)(s+P1)
+kh(s2+Sos+Po)
(3.1)
54 +1 S
 
r +Pf1 + pfd 
)53 + ( 
 
P f1 Pf^ + S r ( Pf 1	 2+pf ) + P r )s 2 + (S r  f, 1 Pf
+P r (pf, + pf? ))s+Prpf 
1 Pf 2 = 
s4 +(SP+P1)s3+(SPP1 +Pp+kh)s2
1
+(P p P  1 +"S o ) s+khP-o
(3.2)
Equating the coefficients of Eq. 3.2 yields the follow--
	
-ing set of equations
	 -
Sr+pf
1	 2
+Pf = S P +P 1 	(3.3)
Pf	 21 Pf,2	 1
+ S r (Pf + Pf, )+P r = S PP 1 + P p+kh	 (3.4)
E
1" ^
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s(s +Sps +Pp^	 °^
Lot (s)= AK(S44, S s +P1
s (s^+SPs +pp ) S+ p,
T'd (s)
(s^+A.% S #AL j s+yam.)(s+)Yj)
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Srpf +Pr ( pf +pf ) = PpPI +khS 0Pf 2
(3.5)
1 1	 2
Prpf Pf	 = khP 0 (3.6)
1	 2
The following substitutions in Eqs. 3.4 and 3.5 are
-made
Pf +pf 	= Sp+P 1 --S (3.7)
1	 2
kKP
Pf Pf
	 =	 p (3.8)
1	 2	 r
khP
=	 p Q +Sr ( Sp+P 1 -Sr ) +P r	SpP1+Pp+kh
-(3.9)
,
S kkp
rp	 ° +Pr ( S +P 1 -S) = P P 1 +khS (.3.10)P
r P	
r	
p	
o
Define the following quantites
y	 kkPo (3.11)
X G SpP 1 +Pp+kh (3.12)
Y `^ PpP 1 +khS 0 (3.13)
Equations 3.9 and 3.10 are then
P+Sr (Sp+P 1 -Sr ) +Pr = X ('.14)
r
Y Sr
F_ +Pr (Sp+P 1 -S r ) = Y (3.15)
r
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'-X = P1 pAS +6P (3.16)
AY = P1APp
3 ^%
It
Considering the equations for X and Y, (Eqs.
').12, 3.13), the variation in X, vX, and the variation
in Y, AY, due to the variation in plant poles only,
i.e., parameters ti p and Y p , can be expressed as
The variation in plant gain factor will be co.;sidered
later in the design.
3.3 Design Procedure
An outline of the design procedure that will be
followed in this problem is as follow,: 	 -
1.) -Map the acceptable region for the doi— pant
closed loop poles into the X,Y plane using
Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15 for fixed values of the
parameters y, P 1 and S .
P
Map the plant pole variation into the LX,
GY plane using Eqs. 3.16 and 3.17 for fixed
values of the parameter 111.
3.) Compare the two mappings in (1 ,2) above.
If the mapping of the plant pole variation
in the LX, vY plane does not fit into the
interior of the mapping of the acceptable
dominant closed loop pole region, the map-
ping of the latter will have to be repeated,
38
using a larger value of y.
4.) Solve for the values of kK,. S O and Po
using Eqs. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, where
the values of X and Y-are obtained from
the positioning of the mapping of the
plant pale variation in the interior of
the mapping of the dominant closed loop
pole region in the X, Y plane.
The next four sections in this chapter elaborate-on
these four steps in the design procedure.
3.4 Mapping of the Dominant Closed Lood Pole Region
The mapping of the acceptable dominant closed
loop pole region into the X,Y plane involves the para-
meters y, P 1 and Sp	Large y implies large gain, i.e.,
large kh, since P o does riot have a large range of
values (See. Eq. 3.11). An approximation for the
value of y can be obtained from Eq. 3.6, i.e.
Y = P 
1 2
P  P r	(3.13)
The maximum value of P r can be found from the acceptable
r gion for the dominant closed loop poles. Denoting
the value of the dominant closed 19op pole by pd =
a d+jw d , the value of P r is
P r	p=	 d1 2 = U d +cu d
	(3.19)
E
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".'he values of p f, arid p f
 can be roughly approximated
1	 ^
by considering the boundary for these closed loop poles
shown it, Fig. 3.1. These poles will be complex for
large values of system gain-.
P 1 , the - nearest "far off" open loop pole located
on the real axis, should be chosen as close in as
possible, since from Eq. 3.3, this will decrease the
values of pf and pf, which, from Eq. 3.8, will tend
1	 2	 -
to decrease the value of fixed gain that must be added
to the system. If P 1 is chosen too close in, though,
the closed loop poles pf and pf may lie to the right
1	 2
of the vertical boundary shown in Fig. 3.1 violating
the specifications of the problem.
The major problem in this mapping operation is
the parameter S p . Denoting the value of the plant pole
as pp. = a p+ jwp , the value of Sp is
Sp = -26 p
	
(3.20)
In the point by point mapping of the acceptable region
for the dominant C . osed loop poles, there is no criteria
for determining what value of S
p 
to associate with a
particular point on the boundary of the acceptable
dominant closed loop pole region. This dilemma Ls re-
solved by considering the following argument: If the
dorr,inant closed loop poles are to lie within their
4
4o
acceptable region despite the variation in the plant
polk.s, the mapping of the domirarit closed loop pole
region man not be highly sensitive to the position
of the plant poles and hence the value of S p. The
actual point b y point ruapping of the 'dominant closed
loop pole regiurn into the X,Y place is performed asi^.;
several-different values of 5p for each value of Y and
J)
	 different values of S p should include the
minimum aridmaximum valves of S p for the given region
of plant pole variation as well as values in between.
A median value of Sp
 is denoted by Spmed in Fig. 3.2.
The mapping of the acceptable closed loop pole region-
into the X,Y plane is depicted graphically in Fig. 3.2.
The values of pf 1 and pf2 ,.the "far off" closed
loop poles, are also of interest in the mapping of the
dominant closed loop pole region. The values of p f
 and
1
pf
 must lie to the left of the boundary shown in Fig-3-1.
2
For each point on the boundary of the dominant closed
loop pole region and given values of the parameters
Y , P 1
 and SP , the values of pf and p 	 may be obtained
1	 2
as follows. From Eqs. 3.3 and 3.6
pf
1 
+pf 
2 
= S p+P 1 -S r 	(3.2i)
Pf
1 
Pf 
2 
= Y/P r 	(3.22)
Define	 pf +pf 	S f	 (3.23)
1	 2
W
r
ACCEPTABLE CLOSED
,LOOT°	 POLE REGION
x
e_
d
SP ' sPM,N
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MAX
FtG, 3.2 MAPP/M&
 
OF Ti4E JOMAIAIVT CLOSED LOOP
AOLt REGION IN THE S -PLANE INTO THE X- Y
PLANE
MAPPING EQUATIONS
X= Y t Svc ( Sp + Ps -$A ) + Po
Y ; Y sn ^. P^ S + P - Sn
_	 P 3
PARAPIE rLRS Y P SY,
	 p
Y
S -;FLAME X  Y PLANE
(x,Y1/,
4-=
r,
Pf p
f = Pf 	-3 	 }
1	 2
Solving hqs. 3.23 and 3.24 for p_ and p f, ; = e l-js
A.	 I
Pf = ^^ ;I(Sf /2)z^''f 	 j_3 —
1	 `
S	 ----
Pf = 2 - (Sr
	
(3.2n)
2
If the values of pf 1	 f2a1KJ a 	fall to the right of the
vertical boundary shorn in Fig. 3.1, P_ has been placed
too far in. The values of p	 and pf obtained d7lring
fl
this mapping operation will not corre5pc;nd ^xaccly with
those in the final design, since the boundary of-O,o
plant pole variation will not, in general, nap exaetly
onto: the Boundary of the acceptable dominant closed
loop pole region. Aduitional features of thin mapping
operation are c^vp red in Section 3.8.
3.5 Mapping of the Platt Pol-3 Variation
The only parameter in the mapping of the plant
pole variation into the LX, _Y plane is P 1 (See Eels.
:3. 1 r) and ".17). Ttie value of 1 1 1 used in the mappio
must be the same as that used in the mapping of the
dominant closed loop pole region 'l:ds. 3.14, 	 51). The
mapping of the plant pole veriati-;n j-, .ik,piecnen,ed by
defining any hoio f.( po ,a po ) on the boundary uf' he
plant pale variation. The nominal values of --F and Pp
i
'S
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are then	 S	 = -2c	 (3,2-,)Sao -
	
po
Po	 po po
Equatioits 3.16 and 3.1'7 may then be written a-
AX = p 1 (Sp
-Spo )+(Pp-Ppo )	 (3.29)
AY = P1 ( P p- t)po )	 (3.30)
The region of plant pole variation is then mapped
point by point into the 4X, GY .plane, as shown in
Fig. 3.3. It should be noted at this point that the
shape and size of the mapping of the plant pole varia-
tion in the LX, GY plane is not dependent on the choice
of the point (a po 'LL po) and hence on the values of SPo
and Ppo . Different choices for this point will. only
alter ti pt •'tion of the mapping in the AX, 4Y plane.
The units on the eX. LY axes in the LX,i:Y plans, must be
the same as those on the X,Y axes in the mappi+,g ^i
the dominant closed loop pole region in the X,Y plane.
When the mapping of t,.e plant pole variation ir, the
aX, L Y plane is transferred to the X,Y plane, its
angular position with respect to the X, ::Y axes must
be preserved, i.e., the mapping; of the plant pole var-
iation may not be rotate-1 in the ^.Y plane. Additional
.,
features of this mapping orieration are covered Ln
Section 9 of thi-s chapter.
FIr,, 3.3 MAPPING OF THE PLANT POLE VARIATIOU
RE&ION IN THE S-PLANE INTO THE LX-&Y PLANE
MAPPING EgUATIONS
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The problem now is to fit tha mapping of the
plant pole variation in the 8h, uY plane into the
interior of the mapping of the dominant closed loop
pole region in the X,Y pla.ie as Chown in Fig. 3.4. 1f
thisfit is not possible, the mapping of the dominant
closed -loop pole region will have to be performed for
larger values of y.
3.6 Calculation of the System Gain and the Compensation
Zero Location
Once the mapping of the plant pole variation
fits inside the mapping of the dominant closed loop
pole region in the X,Y plane, the- value of the system
gain kk and the compensation zero positions, given by
#	 the parameters S o
 and P o,may be computed. For a linear,
time invariant, minimum-phase system, a value of system
gain kX can always be found such that the gapping , of the
1
plant pole variation will fit inside the mapping of the
dominant closed loop pole region in the X,Y plane.?
Figure 3.4 shows the mapping of the plant pole
variation fitted inside the mapping of the dominant
closed loop pole region in the X,Y plane. To solve
for tVe values of kk, So
 and Po , a point on the boundary
of the mapping of the plant pole variation is ch .)sen
::here the valta°s of 5 p
 and Pp are known. In Fig. 3.4,
this point is de_zoted by A. The values of S P
 and E-1p at
point A are,f rom Fig. 3.3 and Ens. 3.27 and 3.28,
r
t
ri
yi.
s
{
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FIG. 3.+ CALCULATION o r- THE SYSTEM GAIN AND
THE ,HERO LOCATION FROM THE MAPPINGS OF THE
DOMINANT CLOSE D LOOP POLE REGION AND THE
PLANT POLE VARIATION
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AT t'N tmr a:
^ S^ = SPb
^
P = Pp;►
^ X-h
i
y
kh = X -S P -P
a pa 1 pa
(3.31)
kh = X -S Y 1 `P
Pb	 Pb
(3.35)
respectively, Sp and 1'p
	Denote the c,.ordiriates of
d	 d
point A in the X,Y plane as X  and Ya. Since y and P1
are known for this particular mapping, kh, S and P,
+,
may be obtained from Eqs. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, as
follows:
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Po = 1h	 (3.32)
Ya 
--P p P 1
a
S o 	 kh	 (3.33)
The value of kh should be interpreted as the necessary
value of system gain, i.e. kminh. The actual value of
added gain to the system is, from Eq. 3.31
X -S F -P
Pak ^ a pa 1 k	 (3.34)
MITI
The choice of the point used to cou,pute the values of
kh, So and Po has no effect on the values obtained for
these quantities, so long as the point is on or within
the mapping of the plant pole variation in the X,Y
plane. To prove tais, A second point B is chosen, as
shown in Fig. 3.4. The value of system gain using point
B is-, from Eq. 3.31
Now S	 and P
	 are not known but they can be computed
Pb -	 Pb
using Eqs. 3.29 and 3.30, i.e.
L!
L'
^i
1
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L.A = X b -X a = PI(S Pb- S Pa 
)+(P 
Pb
-P 
Pa	
(3.36)
!AY = Y b -Y a = PI(p Pb
-p 
Pa	
(3-37)
Solving Eqs . 3.36 and 3.37 for S 
Pb 
and P 
Pb 
results in
P	 b a +P	 (3-38)
	
Pb 	p 1	 Pa -
S	
x b-x 
a- 
(Y b -Y a )/P 1. +S	 (3-39)
	
Pb	 P1
	 Pa
Substitution of Eqs -. 3.38 and 3.39 into Eq. 3-35
yields
kk = X b-x b +X a + Y b a -15 P	
-
P ^-PP
-Y
1
	
pa
	1	 Pa
= x - S 
Pa 
P 
-p
	a 	 1  Pa
This equation is identical with equal-i on 3.3 1 , which
implies that the value of kK is not dependent on -^,he
point used to compute it. From Eqs. 3.32 and 3.33, the.
same statement can be seen to hold for S and P
0	 0
3.7 Mathematical Explanation of the Design Prucedure
This section presents the mathematical ,justify
cation for the design procedure presented in Sectiot.
3.3. Referring to Fig. -'1.5, the (Iominant closed luop
pole regions in the s-plane are denoted by C and C.
The mapping function, which maps the dousirtant closed
I.oup pole region into the X,Y plane, is denoted by T.
. It
sp = S„,
FIG. 3.5 MAPPING OF THE DOMINANT CLOSAD LOOP
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V
Denote the mapping of the sets C, C for
5 =p	 pi	 pmin' pmax
S E(S	 S	 ] by means of hqs. 3.14 and 3.15,
as Si i.e. T i : C,C 4 S i (See Fig. 3.5)• Now from
Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15, it is evident that no two pair of
points in C,C map into the same point-in S i , therefore
T i
 is a one-to-one mapping function. Since every ele-
ment of Si
 appears as the image of at least one pair
of points in C,C, T i ma-,.s C and C onto S i . Now, sii:ce
Ti
 is a ane-to-one mapping function and also ma-ps;C
-and C onto Si , then the inverse mapping function Tit
exists and maps S. onto C,C in a one-to-one fashion.
The napping ,)f C and C into the X,Y plane for
an infinite number of values of S between S 	 andp	 pmin
Spmax will result in the set shown in Fig. 3.6. TkAs
set may be represented as
m
s = n s i
	 (3-36)
i=1
Under the assertion that Ti t exists and maps Si onto
C,C in a one-to-one fashion, i.e.,
T 1:S -4C,C for S = S E[S	 ,S	 ]	 (3.37)i	 p	 pi pmin pmax
it follows that
	
T e l ': S.-*C,C for all Solf [Spmin'Spmaxi
	
(3.38)
Referring to Fig. 3.7, this means that if the
given variation in X and Y, denoted by the set 1', is a
5D
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subset of the set S = rl 5. , then the inverse mapping
i.1 1
of Y intu the s-plarie will be contained in the sets
C,C. Letting the set P represent the mapping of the
plant pole variation, then the solution of Eqs. 3.31,
3.32 and 3.33 yield the necessary values of kh, S O and
P o
 to position the set P within the set S which repre-
sents the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole
region. In this manner the difficult problem of choosing
kh, S 0
 and P o so as tc. insure that the dominant closed
loop poles lie within their acceptable region in the
s-plane, is transformed into the less difficult problem
of determining kh, S
0	 0and P such that the mapping of
the plant pole variation in the aX, aY plane may be
fitted inside the mapping of the acceptable dominant
pole region in the X,Y plane.
3.8 Analytic Aspects of the Map ping of the Dominant
Closed Loop Pole Region
The relative complexity of Eqs. 3.14 and 3.15
require that the actual mapping of the dominant closed
loop pole region be done point by point using a digital
computer. In this section, the mapping ci curves of
co<<stant P r
 and curves of cons :-ant S in the s-plane
....	 r
`	 •itTeo The X,Y plane is examined. Curves of constant Pr
in the s-plane are shown in Fig. 3.8. The mapping
equations are
f
5$
NARA804A VERTEX AT
X r	f+	 S t P ,2
" _Y
Yt
t
t
t
c
i
f
f
!i
U1
r
c
r
t
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P +Sr (Sp+P 1 -S r )+P r = X-
r
b ry
P	 Pr (Sp+P 1 -Sr ) = Y
r
Since P r is to be held constant, S r must be eliminated
in these two r quations. The parameters y, P 1 ancd a
P
wi11 also be held constant in these taro - equations-
Solving the second equation for Sr vields
Y-P
r 
P 1 -P r S S
	
	 (3.39)r 
= Y Pr - -Pr
Substitution of Eq. 3.39 into the first equation gives
Y-PrP 1 -P rS	 =	 Y-PrP1 -PrS 2
Pr+(Y Pr - Pr ) (Sp+P 1 )- t y pr - Pr } +Pr = X
(3.40)
After considerable algebraic manipulation, Eq. 3.40 may
be placed in the form of
2	 ($ +P1j2
-("/Pr-P r) (X-Y/Pr-Pr- - --}
= (Y..I(Sp+P1) (Y/P r+Pr )) 2	 (3.41)
Equation 3.41 is in the form
-4a(X-h) = (Y-k) 2	 (3.42)
which is the equation of a parabola opening to the left,
whose vertex is at (h,k) with a focal length equal to
a. b
 P..elati.ng these quantities to Eq. 3.41, the vertex
r_ ^
t
E-
f^ of the parabola, -cepresented by Eq.- 3.41 , has the f o11ow-
ing coordinates in the X,Y pi-sne
-	
S +P
.21
X = Y IFr+P r+	 ( 3.43)
Y = t(S-- +P )(Y 1'p +P )	 (3. 4b)1
-_
P	 r	 r	 -
-
-	 - The fDeal length of this -parabola ' is
_ (Y/Pr- 	 2
-
-	
0.45)
f ti _
The-position of a parabola defined by Eq. 3..41 =iis shown`-	 _
in. the X,Y plane io - >:'ig. 3-,9,	 =It should be noted that
Eq. 3.4i represents a parabale,rhose axis is parallel
with the =X axis in the X,Y plane.	 This is indicated by
-ncethe abse-of any terms of the form- CXY 	 in Eq. 3.41
with C = constant. 	 =	 -
_ Curves of constant S r in the . s-p!L-ne are shown
in Fig. 3.10.
	
Since Sr
 is to- be held constant, Pr -
must be eliminated in the two mapping equations.
Defining
A [z SptP 1_-Sr 	 (3.46)
and solving the second mapping equation for Pr
 
- yields
2	 S
yA2P r 
= 2A t ^
	
-	 A (3'+7)
rl Substitution of Eq. 3.47 into the first mapping equa-
tion gives
ri
i1:16,3.10 CURVES OF CONSTANT
us
S,t 	 At THE, S -t'LANk -
> s,> sus > s,^^
-- FIB. 3.11 /"LAPPING - OF CURVES OP COMSTANT $-
IN THE S — PLANE INTO THE X-Y PLANE _
-
1
_ = 1
MAYOR AXIS OF
F
a HYPERBOLA
MINOR AXIS OF THE
-
N YPE A 80 LA
e
3
i5
2	 S Y
US,	
- Y Z
	 S	
+ ASr+ A t
A2 
- A
Y	 vY	 rY
_ X
-
A2A	 4A2 (3.48)
After much algebraic manipulation, this equation may 	 -
in	 followingbe put	 the	 form
_
2	 S +P 1 -	 Y2	 ZS
-2X -XY (- P	 + 4	 - 2A5 X+Y (S -+P ) +A 	 +
y (A-Sr)2
_-----Y---- = O
SrA	 SrA	 r	 P	 I	 r SrA	
-
,.
'I` his equation now is in the farm of
_-aX2+2b)[Y+cY2+2dX+2eY+f	 0 ( 3 .50)
with
-	 a
S +P 1y
r
1
_ 4 S r A
which is of the form of a second degree equation in a
rotated system of-coordinates. 8 The type of second
degree equation which Eq. 3.50 represents can be:detcr-
^i
	
	
mined by examining the coefficients a, b and c. From
Eq. 3.50
5 +P	 1
b2 ac= (- (-P A } 2- 4 S A
f r	 r
4 SrA2 Ryp j )2-SrAJ
It can be shown  that the following relationships exist
between the coefficients of Eq. 3.50 and the type of
second degtee equation.
b2
 - ac < O -+ an ellipse
b2 - ac = 0 -+ a parabola
b2 - ac > 0 4 a hyperbola
Equation 3.51 can h,: put in the forni
4S2A2((Sr+A)2-SrA)
or	 4SrA2(Sr+SrA=+A2)
	 (3.52)
Now if A is greater than zero-, so is Eq. - 3.52, i.e.,
	
4srA2Isr^S^A +A2 ) > -0	 (3.53)
since S r -is always. greater than zero - (closed loop - poles
in left hand -planet For A to be greater than zero,
bp , P 1 and S r
 must satisfy the following
p 1 > Sr-Sp .
	
D-54)_
The parameter Sp
 is negative if the plant poles lie in
the right half plane . Therefore Eq. ".54  can be
written as	 -
P1>S r+IspI for Sp<0 	 (3•55)
This equation is certainly satisfied for most feedback
coi:trol systems. Curves of constant S r in-the s-plane
therefore map as hyperbola s in the X,X plane under the
d = Tan - 1 j( c -a ) t ,/(c-a)`'+4b` l2b	 f (3.56)i
mapping equations 3.14 and 3.15. The po-itioti 01* a
i	 hyperbola defined by Eq. 3.49 in the X,Y plane is
shown in Fig. 3.11.
The angle which the major axis of the hype r
-bola is rotated from ttie X axis in the X,Y plane is
given by 
-1 r( 1/4S rA-1 ) t.,/(1/4SrA-1 )``+; (A+' r ) /(.' A)}Tan jl
	 A+S
_	 r
(Sr A )	 (3.57)
To obtain an insight on the magnitude of the angle 6,
the following values are assigned to the parameters in
Eq. 3.57 which are typical for the design example in
Chapter iI and the design example that will be con-
sidered in this chapter
S = 10	 S = 2
r
	
P
P 1 = 30
	
A = 22
Substitution of these quantities into Lq. 3.57 gives
d = Tan- 1 if ( 1/880 -1 ) t	 X1/880 -1 ) `+ ( 32/22 0)`
- 220 )	
f
= Tan -1 13.81 = 85.86o
i
^I
-1 2SrA
9 = !'zn	 S +A
r
(3.58)
For the range of parameters considered in this paper,
a good approximation to Eq. 3.57 is
6 
The sign in Eq. 3.57 may be arbitrarily chosen to make
@ positive.
The only ocher two parameters in the mapping
of the dominant closed loop pole region are P 1 , the
"far-off" pole on the real axis, and y defined by Eq.
3.11. The qualitative effects of these parameters un
the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole region are
shown in rigs. 3.13 and 3.14, The dominant closed loop
pole region used for this investigation is shown in
Fig. 3.12. From inspection of Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, it
is seen that increasing the value of y both increases
the relative size cf the mapping of the dominant closed
loop pole region and its coordinates in the X,Y plane.
Increasing the value of 1-1 1 merely increases the coordin-
ates of the mapping in the X,Y plane. Figure j,15
illustrates the variation in the "far-off" closed loop
poles, p 	 and p  ,during the mapping of dominant cloyed
1	 2
.Loop region into the X,Y plane. These "far-off" poles
are obtained using Eqs. 3.25 and 3.26 and the procedure
outlined in Section 4 during the mapping operati!m.
a
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3.9	 Analytic, Aspects of the Mapping of the plant_ -Pole
Variation
a- - As with mapping 6f the dominant closed loop
= pole region, the mapping of -the plant , paie variation	 -
(Eqs. 3.29,	 is most -easily 
-
accomplished by_
-
-3.30)	
_ 	
-_	 --ma	 i	 Dint b	 o rr-t _ usi	 a di ital cam uto r.	 InPP ^' p	 Y P	 ng-	 g	 P-	 -
this:
 section, - the mapping of curires of constant _ PP	 -	 -s
- -coonstant S	 and, -constant t^- in the s-plane - Into the
' uX-, G:r plane - is	 irtvestgated
	 _
_
The mapping-equations _
 are
- --	
-.
-- _	 AX	 =P d
	
+^P
	 = P (S S+{F -P 	 )a	
'1r	 -	 p _^ p _	 - P	 F¢ -
	 p _Po
	 -
AY - P- AP 	 P^ (p	 P`	 }=
-
r	
-.-	 p	 P-	 pQ
where Sp-
-	 -and Fl- 	 define an arbitrary: point o p +jW
-	 on the boundary of the plant pole 'ariatian in the
a-plane.
Curves of-constant Pp in the s
-
plane are shown
_
- irk Fig. 3.16.
	 The mapping equations witti :P	 equal toP
a ` constant are
X = _;=P 1 Sp-Sp )+PP=Pp	 3. 58-	
O	 -	 o
- -AY _-P1
(Pp Pp )	 cons#ant	 _	 ( 3.59)I
_	 The mapping of curves of- constant P	 in the 9-plane
! ( =	 P
into tha - X,Y plane is shown
-in Fig. 3..1 7.
6t)
no. =3, /L cu*vss OF CONSTANT P tH rHEJ
F =	 a P&A MA
d _
_	 -
T
lie
s _
z
Hit
.tT __ otAPPlN6^ OE eu*v 's or- CO-tsTA_ NT pp =3.t-,7 -- -
- IN rHE s PtAME iN'tO THE ox-a Y PLANF
-	 -AY
_
AV AXrS tNTLRCEPT IS P,
-
El ^.
J.ps
_
-_
-	 -	
-o.+dpi` pig, -=
0 j
Curves of constant Sp
 in the s-_Mane a-re shown
in Fig. 3.18. Eliminating P p
 in the two mapping
equations yields
'jY = P l 6X-P2 (Sp-Jp )	 (3.60)
4
Equation 3.60 is in the form
	 -
AY = m 6X+b	 (3.61)
which is the equation of a straight line in the ": X,..:Y
plane with slope m and AY intercept b where
ID - Pl-	 r	 b = -P^ ( :g	 )
o
_
The mapping of _curves of constant Sp in the s-plane
into the GX,fiY plane is shown in Fig. 3.19.
Curves of constant a are shown-in Fig.	 3.20.
A point- on the w=w l line is defined as j +jw l .,	 The 7
mapping equations are
AX = P l as +Grp
= P (•-2a+2;,	 ) +(a 2+Uj -2 - ^ 2	 )
1
!3.E2) 3
po	 Po	 P o Al
AY PIGYp
=	 l (^ 2 +a 2 ^ 2 - 2P	 a; 	 ) (3.63)
p °	 P°
Sincee l is to be geld constant, s must be eliminated
in Eqs. 3.62-and 3.63.	 Solving equation 3.63 for a yields
Cr	 = t	 JY + 3 2 +w 2 -w 2 (3.64)P l	 1po.	 p o
Substitution of Eq. 3.64 into Eq. 3.62 gives
oX
^r
O"i
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LX = -2P1 {tA-1 +a 2 +tu t -wz--a } + Y	 (3.65)
	
 po p 	 po	 1
Rearranging Eq. 3.65 gives
(AX) 2- 2PXLY+
 J2 
2	
p	 p-4P 1 or AX+4AY(c -P 1 )-4P2 ( W2 -w2 )=0
1	 P1	 0	 0	 0
(3.66)
This equation is now in the form of Eq. 3.50, the form
of a second degree equation in a rotated system of
coordinates. The form of this second degree equation
may be determined by examining the first three coeffic-
ients, a, b, and c of Eq. 3.66. For Eq. 3 .66
a = 1 ; b = -YP 1 , c - YP1
and
	
b2 -ac = 1/P2 -1fP^	 0= 
According to the conditions previously stated, equation
3.66 represents a parabola in a rotated system of
coordinates.
The angle which the axis of the parabola makes
with the GX axis in the LX,tIY plane is given by Eq. 3.56
which is
8 = Tan	 2b{ 
(c-a )i^a ) `' +4b^ 1
( 1/P 1 -1 )= -^/Q P2 -1)2+4/P2Tan -1 {
	
?
-2/P
= Tan- 1 P I 	 (3.67)
where the sign on the radical has been chosen to make
6 positive.
Unlike the mapping equations developed for the
dominant closed loop pole region, equation 3.66 is not
overly complex and a transformation may be made that
will eliminate the 6M Y term in Eq. 3.66. The trans-
formation equations which will transform Eq. 3.66 into
the following form
a'(AX') 2 +c'(LY') 2 +2d'AX'+2e'JY'+f = 0
	 (3.68)
where the primes indicate quantities referred to the
rotated system of coordinates are 
a' = acos 26+2bain6cos9+csin 2a	 (3.69)
c' = asin 26 -2bsin6 Cosa +csin26 	 (3.70)
d' = dcos6+esin6	 (3-71)
e' = -dsin6 +ecos8	 (3-72)
The trigonmetric functions may be expressed as follows
Cosa -	 1	 = 1
	-	 (3.73)
1 +Ta n 6 ,,/ 1 +++P
sina =	 Tana	 =	 1	 (3.74)
,,/1 +Tan 26	 1 +1'1
The new coefficients a', c', d' atA e'.are
71
72
	
1	 (2/131 )P 1 	 ('/P1 )P2
a	
1+P^ - 1+P2 	 + 1+P2
	
_ O (3.75)
1
	
p2	 (2/p1 )p1	 t /P2	 P2 +1
(3.76)Cl
1 +P2 + 1 +P2	 + 1+P 1 	P1
	
2P 1 J	2P1 (Q -P 1
 )	
-2P2
d' =	 p° *	 p°	 = 1	 (3.77)
	
1 +P2	 -'/ 1 +P2	 ,,^ 1 +P
	
2P2Q p	 2(Qp -P 1 )	 2ap (P2 +1)-2P1
e' _	 ° +	 ° 	 °	 (3.78)
	
N 1 +P2	 1 +P2	 ti/i +P
Equation 3.68 with a'=0 is of the following form
c'(6Y') 2+2d'6X'+2e'DY'+f = 0 	 (3.79)
which may be put in the form of
(6Y'+2i)2 =
_2d'
+2d'	 -, (6X'
^	 2
2d,c,} (3.80)
From Eq.	 3.42, this equation represents a parabola in
6 X',JY'	 system of coordinates with its center at
f 26X = - + (3.81)2d' 2d'c'
6Y'	 -e'/c'
	 (3.82)
and focal length a of
d'
	
a 
= — Vic'
	
(3.83)
7s
In most feedback control systems, P 1 is much
greater than unity. Therefore the following app r oxi-
mations can be used for the coefficients c', d' and e':
P2+1
c' =	
2	
1
P1
2P2
d' _ -	 1	 _ _ 2P 1
,'/1 +P2
2j	 (1+P2 )-2P
ef	
PO1
P
,J1 +P2
	o
The approximation to Eq. 3.80 is then
(3.84)
(3.85)
(3.86)
(^	 P 1 -1 )2P(LY'+2(a poP 1 -1 )}2 = 4P 1 (AX'+P 1 ( w 2po -u;2)+	 oP1	 }
(_3.87)
The position of t, a parabolas defined by Eq. 3.87 in
the [ X,,3Y plane is shown in Fig. 3.21. From Eq. 3.87
and Fig. 3.21, it is seen that the DY' coordinate of
the center of the parabola in the L^X',LY' rotated
coordinate system is not dependent on the parameter w1.
The only other parameter in the mapping of the
plant pole variation is P I . The qualitative effect of
P 1
 on tae mapping of the plant pole variation is shown
in Fig. 3.23. The plant pole variation used in the
f`
s
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To outline the procedure, consider dominant
closed loop poles at B and B for k = k 
min and 'far-off"
closed loop poles at -p f
 and -pf for k = kmiri' De-
1	 2
fine the following angle,
L f B = 900	 (3.90)
L-p f
1 B = ¢ 1
	 (3.41)
L-pf
2 
B = a2	 (3.92)
L Z B_ = 4 1	 (3.93)
L 'L B = +2	 (3.94)
The angle of departure of the root locus ;;^ d from the
dominant closed loop pole located at B is then
6 = 1800-(a1+az+90°-q1-^,)
	
(3.95)
It is relatively easy to ascertain for a particular
mapping what angles of departure may lead to an un-
satisfactory design. For example, for a dominant closed
loop pole located at point B in Fig. 3. 25, an angle cf
departure 6d of -10 0 world probably be unsatisfactory.
If there is still. some doubt whether the root
locus remains within the acceptable region for a parti-
cular dominant closed loop pole location, the ac.gle of
entry of the root locus into the compensation zeroes
d
I
f
is
f
i
i
ri
9
can be checked. As before consider dominant closed
loop poles located at 11 and B and define the following
angles
L z Z = 90-
	 (3.96)
	
L B Z = a1
	
(3.97)
	'L B Z 
= 8 	 (3.98)
	
L -pf1 Z = 6 3
	(3.99)
	
L -pf2 
Z = 6 4	(3.100)
The angle of entry of the root locus Le to the complex
zero Z for dominant closed loop poles located at B and
B is then
w e = 6 1 +6 2 +9 3 +d 4 -90°-180°	 (3-101)
As stated for the angle of departure criteria, it should
be relatively easy to determine for a given mapping
what angles of entry are acceptable. Considering the
case again for dominant closed loop poles located at
B and B, if the root locus had an angle of departure
from B of -10 0
 and an angle of entry to th.-: compensa-
tion zero Z of +10 0 , this would probably confirm that
the root locus is outside the dominant closed lo.;p
pole region for some value of k > k
min'
s-
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If such a situation arises in the design, the
procedure is to increase the value of added gain h
until all angles of departure and entry are satis-
factory. The object, of course, is to obtain a design
with the least amount of system gain kk.3s
3.11 Design Example
A design example is presented in this section
based on the previous desig ►: procedure. The region of
plant pole variation, acceptable dominant closed loop
pole region and boundary for the "far-off" closed loop
poles are shown in Fig. 3.26. The acceptable dominant
closed loop pole region is the same as used in the
design example of Chapter II. The plant pole variation
is essentially the same as used by Horowitz. 4
 The
boundary for the "far-off" closed loop poles has been
arbitrarily chosen as shown in Fig. 3.26.
Following the design procedure outlined in
Section 3	 of this Chapter, the dominant closed loop
pole region is mapped into the X,Y plane with parameter
Y 1
 y and Sp.
After several computor runs, values for P 1 and
Y of 30 and 20,000 respectively were used for the first
design. The value of 30 for P 1
 was chosen because this
value places the "far-off" closed p oop poles very near
the boundary shown in Fig. 3.26. Using EL,. 3.18 with
L
i
r
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P r = 60 and pf = pf = +15-j1O, a value of approx-
1	 2
imately 19,000 for y is obtained which is quite close
to the value used in the first design. The value of
P r for this approximation was found from the acceptable
dominant closed loop pole region while the values of
pf1 and p were estimated from the knowledge of thef2
anticipated root locus. The values of Sp used were
-o, 2 and 10 which correspond to the minimum, median
and maximum possible values of S p for the plant pole
variation shown in Fig. 3.26. As anticipated the
mapping of dominant closed loop pole region is not
highly sensitive to the value of S p at this large
value of y. The mapping of the dominant closed loop
pole region for these parameter values is shows: in
Fig. 3.27•
The mapping of the plant pole variation for
various values of P 1 including P 1 =30 is shown in
Fig. 3.28.
It should be emphasized that the only practical
means of performing these mapping operations is on a
digital computor. On such a machine, the mapping of
the dominant closed loop pole region may be easily per-
formed for many different combinations of y and ?1.
The same values of P 1 are then used in the mapping of
the plant pole variation. Once the mappings have been
plotted, it is not difficult to choose a minimum value
82
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of P 1
 such that the "far-off" closed loop poles are at
the vertical boundary shown in Fig. 3.26 and a value
of y such that the mapping of the plant pole varia-
tion may be fitted inside the mapping of the dominant
closed loop pole region for the same value of P1.
The mapping of the dominant closed loop pole
region with the mapping of the plant pole variation
placed inside it is shown in Fig. 3.29. Since the
mapping of the plant pole variation does not quite fit
inside the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole
region, a slightly larger value of y may have to be used.
The values of kK, S o
 and P o
 are solved for
using Eqs. 3.31, 3.32 and 3.33 and point A in Fig. 3.29.
At point A
X  = 800	 Y  = 5450
and from Fig. 3.26, at point A
S	 = -6 	 P	 = 10
Pa	 pa
For y = 2000Dand Y 1
 = 30, kK, S o
 and P  are
kK = X -S P -P
a pa 1 pa
800-(-6)(30) -10
 = 970
S =
Ya
-Pp P1
a
o	 kk
5450-10(30) = 5.32970 
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Solving for the position of the compensation zeroes
yields
So = -2az
S
az
 = -2 = -2.66
	P 	 a2+w
	
o	 2
-+ tuz = P o
-a2
 - 
20.61 -" .32
- 3.6o
The position of the compensation zeroes Z, Z is then
Z	 = -2.66	 t j3.6o
The actual closed loop poles for this choice
of system gain and compensation zero position are
found by determining the roots of the charar.eristi.c
equation 1+Ld (s) = 0 where Ld (s) is given by Eq. 1.12
for points around the boundary of the plant pole
variation. The convergence procedures in Appendix A
were used to factor the resulting fourth order poly-
nomial. The results of this operation are shown in
Fig . 3.30 (trial 1). The points A,13,C and h corres-
pony
 with those in Fig. 3.26. From Fig. 3.30, it is
seen that the dominant closed loon poles lic outside
Ft&. 3. 30 DOMINANT Roor VEST FoR g a 20Goo
AND P:30
T'R/AL i : kK = 970	 -2.64 +J 3. 60
TRIAL Z : A  = t04LS	 * 3.G2
.^
by
their acceptable region for plant poles located at
points B,b. The closest approack, of the "far-off"
closed loop poles also occurs when the plant poles are
at points B,B which is -6.4913
	
,; 26.395- For all other
points used in the dominant root test, the "far-off"
closed loop poles were well t^ the left of the
established boundary shown in Fig. 3.26.
In an attempt to place the dominant closed luop
poles within their acceptable region, the position of
the mapping of the plant pole variation within the
mapping of the dominant closedloop pole region was
slightly altered as shown in Fig. 3.29. For this new
position and using the new coordinates for poit,t A,
the values of system gain and compensation zero
position are
kK = 1 o45
	
Z,2-  = -2. 46 = D.62
The results of this trial are shoran in Fig. 3.30 (Trial
2). The dominant closed loop poles are still. outside
their acceptable region when the plant poles lie at
points B, E. The closest approach of the 'fay
-ruff"
closed loop poles is -7.019 t j2 7.57 1 when the plant
poles a-, at points 13,B. Therefore the dominan . closed
loop pole re j
 ion must be mapped into the X,Y plane
usiiig a larger value of y . The mapping of the .slant
90
pole variation for P 1
 = 30 in
remains unchanged.
Figure 3.31 shows the
closed Ionp pole region f.r y
of the plant po-'_e variation f
Using point A again gives the
the GX, GY plane
mapping of the dominant
= 22000 with the mapping
itted within the Anterior.
following
kh = 1165
	 Z,27  = -2.432 = ,3.608
From Fig. 3.32, this value of gain and compensation
zero position place the dominant closed loop poles within
their acceptable region for all plant pole positions.
The closest approach of the "far-off" closed loop
poles occurs again when the plant poles are at B,E
and is 
-7-113z j29.661.
From inspection of Figs. 3.22 and 3.23,it is
noted that the mapping of the plant pole variation is
quite sensitive to the value of P 1
 and that the size
of the mapping of the plant pole variation, decreases
with decreasing P 1 . Therefore it may he possible to
place the dominant clused loop poles within their
acceptable region at a slightly smaller value of system
gain k1►
 if the value of P1 is decreased. This will
also place the "far-off .:losed loop poles closer in.
Figure 3.33 siow6 the results of using a value cf P1
= 28 and the same of gain and zero position as for
T rial 2 witri
	 = 20040. --The saving in gain between
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kK = 1045 and kh = 1165 is approximately 1 db. The
closest approach of the "far-off" closed loop poles
is 
-6-324:1- j2$.355 with the plant poles at.B,B.
This design is probably satisfactory since the
closed loop poles lie to the left of the boundary
shown in Fig. 3.26 for all but three other plant
pole positions near point B used in the root test.
From Figs. 3.29 and 3.31, 4Lt is noted that the
mapping of the plant pole variation need not fit
completely inside the mapping . of the dominant closed
loop pole region for all values of Sp in order for the
dominant closed loop poles to lie within their acceptable
region. The requirement that must be satisfied is
that the mapping of S = S
pi 
in the GX,DY plane must
fit inside the mapping of the dominant closed loop
pole region for Sp = Sp
 . From Fig. 3.31, the 'line
segment AB corresponds to S p = - 6 which is completely
within the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole
region for Sp = -6. The line segment CD corresponds
to Sp
 = 10 which is completely within the mapping of
the dominant closed loop pole region for S p = 10.
So for in the design example, the problem of
variation in the plant gain factor has not been
considered. The actual value of gain which must be
added to the system is given by Eq. 3.34, For the
95
design of P 1	 28, Z,Z = -2.46 f j3.62 and kK = 1045,
the value is 1045,'kmin• If the plant gain variation
is assumed to be
k	 = 1 s k s 1000 = k
min	 max
the compensation networks must have a gain of at least
1045. At k = k max , the system gain is 1.045X106 and
for this large value of gain, the dominant closed loop
poles are essentially at the position of the compensa-
tion zeroes. Using the method outlined in Section 10
of this chapter, the angles of departure of the root
locus for dominant closed loop poles located at points
A, B, C and D in Fig. 3.33 were computed. The results
were as follows:
Point A: O d = - 140
B: Od = 690
C. Qd = 640
:7: Qd = 1330
These values are certainly satisfactory for the accept-
able dominant closed loop pole region shown in Fig.
3.33. Therefore the design is complete.
3.12 Summary
The design procedure for Lain and plant pole
variation is summarized below.
-1.) Map the acceptable dominant closed loop
pole region into the X,Y plane using
t96
Eqs. 3.1 14 and 3.15 with parameters y,
P 1 and Sp . Map the plant pole varia-
tion into the 6X, LY plane using Eqs.
3.16 and 3.17 with parameter P1.
Determine the value of y and P 1
 such
that the "far-off" closed loop poles
just satisfy the minimum damping factor
specifications for the problem and the
mapping of the plant pole variation in the
6X,6Y plane can be fitted into the inter-
ior of the mapping of the dominant closed
loop pole region in the X,Y plane.
2.) Solve for the values of kh, S o and Po
using Eqs. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13 which
determine the value of sy stem gain and
the compensation zero position.
3.) Check the design by determining the actual
closed loop poles for plant poles lying on
the boundary of the plant pole variation.
This is accompl'_shed by determining the
roots of 1+Ld (s) = 0. Check the final
design for plant gain variation by using
the method outlined :+.n Section 10 of this
chapter.
r
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This design procedure which includes the effect
of the "far-off" pole P 1 has several advantages over
the third order system considered by Horowitz. 4 Using
the third order approximation, the "far-off" closed loop
poles can not be positioned so that the damping factor
specifications are just satisfied. This results in
a waste of system gain since the "far-off' open loop
pole must then be placed sufficiently "far-off" so
that its effect on the dominant closedloop poles is
negligible. In the fourth order approximation, the
effect of this "far-off" pole is considered on both
the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole region and
plant pole variation and can be used to determine a
more economical design.
The next chapter considers the additional
effect of a drifting zero on the real axis on the
design procedure.
CHAPTER IV
PROBLEM OF SIMULTANEOUS PLANT GAIN,
POLE AND ZERO VARIATION
4.1 Problem Definition
This chapter presents an approximate design
procedure for handling the added problem of a drifting
zero on the real axis. This zero can be considered to
be part of a plant with a transfer function P(s),
given by
P(s)	 k(s+z)	 (4.1)
s(s2+Sps+Pp)
where -z is the position of the drifting zero on the
real axis. Typically this zero on the real axis is
close to the origin and hence to the dominant closed
loop poles, and has an appreciable ffect on the position
of the dominant closed loop poles. The problem is
then to choose the compensation zero position and the
value of system gain such that the dominant closed
loop polesli.e within their acceptable region despite
variations in the plant zero, parameter z, and 'rn the
plant poles, parameters Sp and Pp . The problem is
shown in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.2 illustrates the effect on the domi-
giant closed loop poles for P z =2 and z=3; it is similar
to the effect of lag compensation. Figure 4.3 is for
P =2 and z=1 which has an effect similar to lead com-
z
pensation. These two figures, then, illustrate the
effect on the dominant closed loop poles of a zero
drifting from -1 to -3 when an open loop pole of Ld(s)
is placed at -2. As seen from Fig. 4.2, the system
designed according "to the procedure in Chapter III is
not adequate to handle this zero variation on the real
axis, since the dominant closed loop poles lie outside
their acceptable region. The dominant closed loop poles
could be forced into their acceptable region by using a
larger value of system gain. However, this may result
in a waste of system gain. Horowitz presents a method9
to determine whether a design for a given region of
plant pole variation is adequate to handle the effect
of a drifting zero on the real axis for a specified di-
pole (closed loop pole-zero) separation. The presence
of the pole-zero pair on the real axis may influence
the choice of the compensation zero position. The
design procedure presented in this chapter takes into
account the -zero variation in determining the position
of the compensation zeroes.
1 U "S
Now
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4.4	 Design Equations
In considering this
	 it doesproblem, rnt	 take
long to determine that the drifting zero added to the
plant pole variation, complicates the design procedure
to a	 considerable extent.
	 The dominant loop trans-
mission must now be designed to take into account two
independent types of variation,	 i.e., zero* variation
along the real axis and plant pole variation in the
complex plane.	 Because of this, the nearest "far-off"
open loop F
	 is omitted from Ld (s) to retain a fourth	 _--
order representation for the system. 	 The expression for
IIs)	 is	 from Eq.	 1.14
k_
kh(s2+Sos+Po)(s+z)	 khnd(s)
I,d(s)	 dd s
s (s 2 +Sps+Pp ) (s+P	 )z
(4.3)
The expression for Td (s) is from Eq.	 1.15
Prpf
	
pc /z (s+z )	 Prpf pc
 /z (s+z)
1Td (s) =	 2	
z	
= -- 1
B	 5(s +S	 s+P	 )(s+p	 )(s+p,	 )
r 
d
r	 C	 z 1
(4.4)
The real axis root locus for this system for the ex-
treme positions of the drifting zero is shown in Fig.
4.4.
The mapping equations for this type of system
are derived in the same manner as in Chapter III.	 The
__ _	 .
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characteristic equation of the system is, from Eq. 2.3
Dd (s) = dd(n)+khnd(s)
(s 2 +S rs+P r )(s+pc )(s+pf	= s(s2+Sps+Pp)(s +PZ)+
z	 1
kit (s2 +S o s+P o ) (s+z )
or
54
+( S r+Pf +Pc )s3+(Pf Pc +S r (Pf +pc )+Pr)s2+
1	 z	 1	 z	 1	 z
(P r (pf tpc )+S rpf pc )s+P rpf
 Pc =
1	 z	 i	 z	 1	 z
s4+(Pz+SP+kh)s3+(PZSp+Pp+kK(S0+z))s2+(PZPp+kh(P0+S0z))s
+kKP oz	 (4.5)
Equating the coefficients in Eq. 4.5 yields the follow-
ing set of equations
S r+pf +pc = Pz +SP+kK	 (4.6)
1	 z
Pf pc
 + S ,,(Pf
 +Fc )+P r = PZ Sp+Pp+kh(s O+z) 	(4.7)
i	 Z	 1	 2
Pr ( pf +pc )+S rpf pc = PZPp+kK(P o +S oz)	 (4.8)
1	 z	 1	 z	 .
1 U'%
For the problem considered in Chapter III, the
parameters relating to the non-dominant closed loop
poles on the left hand side of these quations were
eliminated by substitution. In this case a slightly
different approach is used. Define
U	 PZ+SP+kh 	 (4.1o)
V	 krPoz	 (4.11)
I
X 
L 
PZ SP+PP+kh(S 0+z) 	(4.12)
Y `= PZPp+kX(P o+S Oz) 	(4.13)
The mapping equations for the dominant closed loop ~.)le
region are then
U = S r+pf +Pc	 (4.14)
1	 z
V = P rpf Pc
	(4.15)
1	 z
X = pf pc + S r (Pf +Pc )+P r	(4.16)
1	 z	 1	 z
Y = P r (Pf +Pc )+Srpf pc	 (4.17)
1	 z	 1	 z
The total variation in \, AX.and The total variation in
Y, ZlY,due to the variation in plait poles, i.e, para-
meters 6P and Pp and the variation in the zero Y are
given by
1 08
AX = Pz A Sp+6Pp+khAz	 (4.18)
AY = PzL2p+khS OLz	 (4.19)
Since kh acid S o are not apriori known, the first
approximations to LiX and "Y are taken to be
LX '2:: PZASp+APp	(4.20)
GY	 PZAPp
	
(4.21)
These equations are now identical to the mapping equa-
tions 3.16 and 3.17 in Chapter III.
4.5 Design Procedure
An outline of the design procedure that will be
followed in this problem is as follows:
1.) Map the acceptable dominant closed loop
pole region into the U,V plane using Eqs.
4.14 and 4.15 for fixed values of p	 and p .
f 1	 z
2.) Map the acceptable dominant closed loop
pole region into the X,Y plane using Eqs.
4.16 and 4.17 for the same fixed values of
pf
 and pc .
1	 z
3.) Map the plant pole variation into the
,^X,LY plane using Eqs. 4.20 and 4.21 for
fixed values of P .
z
4.) Compare the two mappings in (2.3) above,
If the plant pole variation in the LX,'.Y
log
plane does rvt fit within the interior of
the mapping of the dominant closed loop
pole region in the X,Y plane:, then the
dominant closed loop pole regi n will have
to be mapped into both the I1,V plane and
X,Y plane using a larger value of p 
1
5.) Solve for the values of kh, S and P
o	 u
using Eqs. 4.10-4.13 where the values of
U,V are obtained from the mapping of the
dominant closed loop pole region in the U,V
plane and the values of X. and Y are obtained
from the positioning of the rr ►apping of the
plant pole variation within the interior
of the mapping of the dominant closed loop
pole region in the X,Y plane.
b.	 Determine -ctie additional variation of the
mapping of the plant pale variation in the
X,Y plane by using Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19 arid
the values of kh and S obtained in (5).
If this additional. variation can not be
accommodated within the interior of the
mapping of the dominant closed 1,-)op pone
region in the X,Y plane, then th£ dominant
closed loop pole region must be map,)(, (] into
both the U,V plane acid X,Y pla ►►e using a
larger value of p f
 .
1
I 1 ()
The next five sections of this chapter elaborate on
these steps in the design procedure.
4.6 ,dapping of the Dominant Closed Loop Pole Region
Into the U,V Plane
The design procedure begins by mapping the
dominant closed loon pole region ii,to the U,V plane
with parameters p 
	 and p 	 using Eq. 4.14 and 4.15.
1	 z
The parameter pf , which is the "far-off"
1
closed loop pole on the real axis, plays the same part
as the parameter y = khP o
 did in the design procedure
z
of Chapter III, i.e., large pf
 implies large kh.
1
This can be ascertained from Eq. 4.6 sirice the para-
meters Sr,, P C : P  and S p do not have a large variation.
z
The other parameter in this ,napping operation
^-	 is p  , the closed loop pole near the drifting zero.
z
As an approximation to the value of p 
	 in-the mapping
z
operation, it is assigned values that include the mini-
mum and maximum values of the zero z as wall as inter-
mediate values. In practice, this approximation can be
improved by performing the mapping operations for p
c
z
zma:+61 and PC -zmin*6 where 6. 1
 and r^ are the esti-
Z
mated dipole separations when the zero is at Jts maXimurn
and minimum p.)sitions respectively. The mapping of the
dominant closed loop pole region into the U,V placue using
Eqs. 4.14 and 4.15 is. shown, in Fig. 4.5.
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Fig. 4.6. TI.-t e unshaded region shown in Fig. 4.(^, -de-
:IoLed by tile set	 -,',an be written as
.22)
_,c)w an y poii:t --in ^ wil_ 1 map into z1!e acce7itabil e domi-natit
clo se-; I 00 p pjj 1 e reg 4 01_ in z-he s-plane for all values of
P,- 
'
C^Z.	 Z	 This is the Game type- of ;-,-i-u-
- C	
_Z_	 Min' Wax-
An arbitrarymeat ^iaea in S ect A^ or. 7 o f Chapter
in	 will be used later to :5 ,J va f or T fir required
_VSrVrP gain kh and=
x­_,mtznsation zero positiori.
In. c•rder to insure that
i, wLere -j? is the null set, re5zr-_'ction-
placed o,- the magni l;ude of the zero variazic-n	 ilne
real axis and Bence pC
z
-on-sider the inapp-&:,g of a point ir 'triE:
c ,sed loop	 regini charac-,erized L)vr. at
jF. o r P,	 P C 	 Equati.%;m= 4.14 a.d 4.13 mia p t i-! i s p cj r; t
z o the U,V plane for a fixed value of p f a s	 W:s
-PC	 t. 1(4.23)
aPI&. 4. 16 MAPPING OF THE DOIr
 WANT
CLOSED LOOP POLL REGION FOR ALL
v 
\\! 1
yyQD
i	 i	 ti
_ry - ,
I 1 R
pf pc 	 Pr	 V1	 (4.24)1 zmin 1
Now consider another point defined by 5rr and Pr
mapped into the U,V plane for pc Pc	 fcr thez	 zmax
flame fixed value of pf , i.e.
1
Sr +F^ i. tpc	 = i^2 	 1^.^^1
2	 i	 zmax-
Pf Pc
	 Pr	
= V2	 (4_.20)
xx 2
If the mapping defined by Eqs. 4.23, 4.24 and Eqs.
4.25, 4.26 are t o have at least one paint in common,
the Eoilowirk;--co..ditiors must be sati9fied;
U; L	 Vx	 2
0r 
Sr	
r = Pc	
-,PC (4.27)y	 2	 zmax	 zcnin
^'	 PF
-1	 zaiax
r2	 czmin
lhercfcre in_ o rder to iri F+u re tiiar T,1-le  set ^t exist--,
thrTe mrast exizt two p f)jrts corr;;aincd in the acc6pt,abl e
d1im slant -fArsed lcap pole t-egsoa rRtfiried by r
:tnd Sh
	 7r respectivel y suc-. that Lqs. 'x.27 a, .0i
2
4.28 are eatisfiod. These egiiations sit a limi-. ,.r. the
ailovab-e ;l ariat? ox`_ in p	 a;,d hertcG S :.ti tts'_' -
z
4:app n.g ep , :xzTio ri2_	 "1`he st rettrictians ark- rot :t1.erl y
as w-11 be . illustrated in this design example.
II
3
If Vie zero variation is large: compared to the
s
f acceptable dominant
	 loop	 Eqs,closed	 pole region and
4.27 and 4.26 are not satisfied,	 the design procedure
presented in this chapter would hive to be modified to
obtain a desig ^ .
The effect of the parameter p
	 for fixed p
cz	 f1
on the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole region
into the U,V plane is shown in Fig. 4.7,	 The acceptable
dominant closed loop pole region used in this at,d sub-
sequent mappings in this chapter is the same as that
used in the design examples in Chapters II and III and
is shown in Fig. 3.26 and in the root tests of Chapter
III.
- The effect of the parameter p
	
at fixed pf 1	cz
on the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole
region into the U,V plane is shown in Fig, 4.8.
Mapping of the Dominant	 d L	 e.r	 	 	 l	  Close	 Loop Pol  Region
Into X,Y Plane
Th6 mapping of the dominant closed loop pole
region into the X,Y plane is accomplished using Eqs.
4, 1 6 and 4.17 with the same values of p f	 acid pc
1	 z
that were used in the napping in the previous section.
7h.4-s napping operation is shown in Fig.
	 4.'>.	 As in
^hapt:dr III,
	 the mapping of the plant pole variation
will he fitted inside this mapping to solve for the
values of kh,
	 S o
 and Po.
X?
3 -'
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`	 The effect of the parameter p^ for fixed p 
z	 1i
on the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole region
nto the X,Y plane is shown in Fig. 4.10. The effect
of the parameter p f for fixed p c on this Mme mapping
i	 z
is shown in Fig. 4.11.
4.8 Mapping of the Plant Pole Variation Into the
AX,AY Plane
The rapping of the plant pole variation into
e
the AX ' /AY 	 ^ ccomplished using Eqs. 4.20 and
4.21. Since ol-, 3e equations are identical in form as
those in Caap:er III, they will not be investigated in
detail here. This mapping operation only considers
the variation in the plant poles. The variation in the
zero on the real axis will be taken into account later
in the design. The variation in plant gain may be
handled in the same manner as outlined in Chapter III.
The parameter Pz , the open loop pole placed
near the drifting zero, occurs in the same manner iri
t.js. 4.20 and 4.21 as P 1 (lid in the mapping of the plant
pole variation in Chaster III.
The mapping of the plant pole variation into
the ^X,AY plane using Eqs. 4.20 and 4.2.1 is shown ini F-;--. 4.12 for va-^ious values of 11 . The plant pole
#
	
	 xariation used in this mapping is identical to that
used in Chapter III and is shown it, Fig. 3.26. A  in
r
Chapter III, the units on this mapping in the LX,QY
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1
plane must be the same as those used in the mapping of
i
the dominant closed loop pole region in the X,Y plane.
The mappings of the plant pole variation for PL =2 and
s
comparable units as those used in the mapping of the
dominant closed loop pole region into . the X,Y plane
are also shown in Fig. 4.12.
4.9 Calculation of Syetem Gain and Compensation Zero
Location
Once the mappings o1: the dominant closed loop
pole region are obtained, an attempt is made to fit
the mapping of the plant pole variation in the CX,LY
plane into the interior of the mapping of the dominant
closed loop pole region in the X,Y plane as shown i:,
Fig. 4.13. If this is not passible, then t':e mapping
of the dominant closed loop pole region must be per-
formed at higher ia7ues of p f .,. Tho mapping of the
plant pole variation in the LX,AY mane is unchanged
since P is assumed to be fixed a;, the be-inning of the
L
design. Once the mapping of the plant pole variation
can be fitted inside the mapping Li the dominant closed
loop pole region in the X,7 plane, the value of system
gain .th and S
0 , P 0 , the parameters that determine they
compensation zero position, can bf determined.
The first step iti solving for kK, `i 0 anc 1' () is
to choose au arbitrar y point within tho set	 of ttie
mapping of the dominant closed loop pole region in tho
t
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U, V plane.
	 Denote this point by 11 011 and the values
of U and V at this point as U	 and V..0
At point A in Fig. 4.13, denote the values of-
S P99 X	 and Y as Spa	 Pp	 Xa and Ya respectively.p
-Since Pis also known, kK can be found from Eq.. 4.10
z
kk	 U -P -S (4.29)0z	 p
This - leaves .Eqs. 4.11 0  4.12 and 4.13 to solve for P o
and S o . The-value of z- isalso an unknown.	 This value
of z is needed - to compute the added variation in the
mapping of the plant pole variation - in the X,Y plane
(Eqs.-4 . ,,8, 4.19).	 The effect of the zero variation
on the -design is considered in the next section.
Using Eq. 4.11	 to eliminate z in Eq. 4.12 and
4.13 yielde
X	 P S	 +P	 +kK(S +V /khP
	 (4.30)a -	 z p
a	 P,^	 0	 00
+kX ( P +S, V /kKP	 (4-31)Ya	 P z Pp	 0	 0 0	 0
a
Solving for P o - in these Own equations yields the follow-
ing third order equationfor Yo
)P 2	 V(P P	 Y 
a	
( X	 P S	 P	 )PV20	 0	 0
P 3	 z 
pa	 a	 z p a	 Pa	 0
+0'	 kK	 (kK, 2	 (kK) 2
(4.32)
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Now Eq. 4.32 must have at least one real root
which is the one of interest. -Note that P 0 can not N.e
-^gative br complex since Po is related to the magnitude
of the compensation zero. Once P o
 has been obtained,
Se can be found by solving Eq. 4.30 for 5 o , i.e.,
Xa-PZ_5 -P
	 V
-Sb =	 kha pa - kKP
	
(4.33)
0
4.10 Effect of the Ze m Variation on the Design
The design is not complete once these values
have been obtained since the zero variation Az in
Eqs. 4.18 and 4.19 was neglected in the mapping of the
plant pole variation into the AX,AY plane. This added
variation in the mapping of the plant pole variation is
takers into account in the X,Y plane by considering that
the zoordinates of any point on the mapping of the
plant pole variation in - the X,Y plane could change by
as much as
AXz = khAz	 (4.34)
AYz = kKS oAz	 (4.35)
where LX  anu AY  is the change in arzy point, on the
mapping of tke plant pole variati{in_in the X,Y plane
due to the variation in the drifting zero only. The
zero variation Az is computed aw follows: From Eq.
4.11, the nominal value of z denoted by z  is
127
V
a	 (4.3b)Z 
o , 0P 0
This is the value of z when the mapping of the plant
pole variation in the X,Y plane is in its original
position. (The position used in the previous section to
compute k:i, S o and P0 ). The nominal
-
value of z,_zo.
will lie somewhere in the interval fz min' Zmax] because
of the values of pct used in the.mappinE operations.
The positive change in the coordinates of any point
on the mapping of the plant pole variation in the X,Y
plane is
AX 	 kK(Zmax z o^ ° +kK^a	 (4.37)
AY+ = khS (Zmax z o j = +k.KS oLZ	 (4.38)
whereas the negative change is
LX  = kK(zmin-zo} -kYLAz
	 (4.39)
:a Y- = kK.S (Zmin-zo} _ -kKS ouz	 (4.4Q)
This variation is shown in fig. 4.13. Note that AXL
is not necessarily equal to GXL since z o may lie
anywhere in t!3- interval (zz
	 ]. This added
min , max _
variation is taken into account by considering the
changes in the points A, B, C and h on the boundary
of the mapping of the plant pole variation in the X,Y
128
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I
plane as shown in Fig. 4.13. The maximum possible
plant variation is the figure A I A I B'C'C I D I where the
primes indicate the new positions of the points A, B,
etc. If this added variation can not be fitted within
the interior of the mapping of the dominant closed loop.
pole region in the X,Y plane, then, the dominant closed
loop pole region must be mapped into the U,V and X,Y
planes using a larger value of p f1 . The mapping of the
plant pole variation into the AX, ©Y plane remains un-
changed as long as P  is unchanged.
The design should be checked when the total
Variation can nearly be fitted within the mapping of
the dominant closed loop pole region in the X,Y plane
since this is an approximate design procedure. The
assumption that 
pf1 
remains constant as the dominant
closed loop polee vary is only approximately true.
The mapping of the dominant closed loop poles at fixed
pf1 essentially determines the minimum value that pf
1
attains when the actual closed loop poles are obtained
by factoring 1+Ld (s) = 0. The mapping of the dominant
closed loop pole region in Chapter III at constant
Y = kKP 0	 0.was completely valid since kK and P are
fixed if the gain variation is neglected.
4.11 Summary
Unlike the design procedure developed in Chapter
III, the design procedure developed here is approximate.
p.
5=
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The assumption that pf1 remains fixed as the dominant
closed loop poles vary is not strictly valid. For
systems with large plant parameter variations, this
approximation should lead to an acceptable design since
large gain implies a large value of pf1 and thus its
effect on the dominant closed loop poles will be slight.
The major difficulty encountered in this problem
was determining what effect the zero variation had on
the mapping of the plant pole variation (Eqs. 4.18 and
4.19). From these equations, the values of kK and So
were needed to map the plant pole variation into the
LX,AY plane exactly but this mapping itself was needed
to solve for kK and S o . This difficulty was overcome
by first considering the effect of the plant pole
1E variation alone acid then checking to determine if this
design was adequate to handle the added zero variation.
The effect of the zero variation on the mapping of the
dominant closed loop pole region was taken into-account
by the parameter pc
z
4.12 Design Example
The design example presented here has the same
ssdomain specifications as the design example in Chapter
III (Fig. 3.26) with these two exceptions: The added
zero variation along the real axis, i.e. z
	 sz-z
mi,^	 max
where z min= 1 and z
m-,x
=3. The effect of the "far-off"
^r
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pole Y 1	is neglected in order t:, retain a fourth order
representat'on for the system.
The first step in the design is to choose a
fixed value of pf 1	 kh this design procedure,	 it is
difficult to obtain an approximation for the value of
pf1 that should be used.
	 Obviously p	 is going to be
relatively far-removed from the acceptable dominant
closed loop pole region for large parameter variations.
Also the time domain specifications for the problem
n: will probably dictate some minimum value of pf1	 (See
Fig. 4.1).	 A value of 40 for pf1 was chosen as the
first estimate.	 Figures 4.14 and 4.15 illustrate 'the
mapping of the dominant closed loop pole region in the
'
U,V and X,Y plane respectively for p f = 40.	 in1
. eddition,	 the dipole separations for 
zmax' 
61,and 
zmin'
b,have been estimated at 0.3 and 0.05 respectively
q: 2
(See Section 4.6).	 Only the mappings for the maximum
and minimum values of pcz are shown in Fig. 4.14
IL since the set Q is completely defined by these two
mappings.
A value of P =2 will be used since this is mil--
z
way between the extreme zero positions and is tho value
used to illustrate the effect of zero variation in the
dominant closed loop poles
	
(Figs.	 4.2 and 4.3).	 The
mapping of tho plant pole variation for P z =2 into the
OX,6Y plane is available in Fig.
	 4.12.
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pole variation for P z =2 within the	 mappiir,t;	 of	 ttre
dominant closed loop pole 	 region for pf.1=40 and pez
= 0.95,	 2	 and 3.3.	 At point	 A	 in Fig.	 4.15
xa = 420	 y 	 = 2025
From Fig. 3.2 6 at point A
s_ -6
	 F	 = 10
Pa
	
pa
From Fig.
	
4.14,
	 poi nt 	 "0"	 in	 the	 set	 t^	 is	 arbitrarily
chosen	 to havo the	 coordi:rates
li`"=	 1	 V	 =	 2100
^v	 o
Using P L =2,	 the	 value	 of kh can	 k,o-	 ot,,taitied	 from Lq.
4.29,	 i.e.
lch _ 1
	 -Y	 -5	 51-2+6o	 z pa
UsirIg	 t;y.	 It.32,	 the	 third	 order	 equation	 for	 P	 i5r,
G 	 p*^	 u	 Vj
	
2	 ^ ii	 d	 1,I ,	 - -_	 P	 _ ---	 0+	 e +	 ^	 -	 Y	 =hh
o	 f (lch }
	 (kh }
2	 1 0 -20.	
t,
2 +	 2 1 ii {=(4»0-:^	 -( j - 1 C) j f	 ? l pC> > y r^
+	
-	 -
n	 a	 [>	 2	 u
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Factoring the-one real positive root of interest using
the convergence procedures ir` appendix a yie2de
-	
P	
-	
2 7.85	 - -
.O
3
-	 -
S	 is obtained from Eq. 4.33, 	 i.e,_
_	 k -?	 -Pz Pa	 pa	 o_
k-KP
_	 - o
420-2(-6)-10-	 -	 2100
-	 -	 5	 - 55-( 27-85) -
- 6.31
The position of-the compensation Zernes is -
I 	 2 y
-
_-	
_ =,i P2 - Z	 - ^^,j 18.20	 =	 ;x+.265
-	 Z	 O	 z.	
-
The design ca:: now he checked to determine if it is
adequate for the zero variation.
	 The nominal value
o_ Z,	 Z- ,-is found from Eq.	 4.36,	 i.e.O
-
-	 Vo	 - _ 2100	 -	 .
kKP i 	 /0
- The positivE var="Lion in the mapping of _the plr•nt pole
var_utzu^ in the X, Y plane is fa c tnd from Eqs.	 4.37
and 4.38.
	 i.e.
==\Z
	- 
"1	 (z	 r s^ 	 -	 55(3.(10-1 .37max
t 
^
S
^T
6Y  = khSo(zmax-zo)
55(6.31)(1.63) _ +566
The negative variation is found from Eqs. 4.39--and
4.40, i.e.
AXZ = kh(z
min -z o ) = 55(1.00-1.37)
20.4
uYZ = I''^S o(°min zo)
= 55( 6 .3 1 )(-0.37) _ -128.5
This added variation is-_taken into account by consider-
ing the change in the coordinates of points A, B, C and
1) in the X,Y plane as shown in Fig. 4.15. Since this
added variation cac. not be_completely accommodated
within the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole
region, the design is probably not adequate. Using-
these values of kK, S o
 and P o , the actual closed loop
poles were found for the boundary of the plant pole
variation shown in Fig. 3.26 by determining the roots
of 1+Ld (s)=0. The results are shown in Fig. 4.16
which corifirms that the design is inadequate.
As a check on the design procedure. the Posi-
tion of the compensation zeroes was arbitrarily moved
to
z,z = -3.75 t .14.25
t	 -
FIG. 4. ti, COMINANr leoor Tasr Foie p A fo
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in an attempt to force the dominant closed loop poles
into their acceptable region. The result rising the
same value of gain as before is shown in - Fig. 4.17
which indicates that this compensation zero position
does not yield a satisfactory design either. This
implies that the mappings must be performed using a
larger value of pf .1
The next value chosen for pf was 50. The
1
mapping of the dominant closed loop pole region into the-
L , V plane and X, Y plane for this value of p f is shown
1
in Figs. 4.18 and 4.1g respectively. The same value of
Pz-2 was used so the mapping of the plant pole varia-
tion in the LX,-AY plane is unchanged. The mapping of
the plant pole -variation fitted within the interior of
the mapping of the dominant closed loop pole region in
the X,Y plane .is also shorn in Fig. 4.:9. At point A
in Fig. 4.19
^a = 525	 Ya	 2500
S	 = -6
	 P	 = 10_
Pa	 pa
The poii:t "O" in tie set 4 from Fig. 4.18 is arbitrarily
chosen as
U o	 fil	 V = 2650
Using ==2, the value of ]ch from	 4.29 is 65. Using
I?q. 4.32, the third order equation for i' 0 is
3
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P3 - 38.18 Po + 33 1 Po - 1663 = 0
The real root of interest is
P o = 28.53
S o
 from Eq. 4. 33 is
s = 6.680
The position of the compensation zeroes is
a z = -3.34
Lu
z
 =..E 4.17
I	 The nominal value of z, z o , from Eq. 4.36 is
z o = 1.43
MI.-
The added variation in the mapping of the plant pole_
variation is found using Eqs. 4.37 - 4.40, i.e.
©XZ = + 102	 LXZ = -28
6Y+ = +682	 LY_ = -186.5
This additional variation is also shown in Fig. 4.19.
The additional variation can be easily accommodated
within the mapping of the dominant closed loop pile
region. The actual closed loop poLes for this v%Llue
of system gain and compensation zero position are shown
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in Fig. 4.20. The design is more than adeq , iatc to handle
the plant pole and zero variation. The difference be-
tween the gain of this design and the previous design
is approximately 1.7 db.
For this particular design, a system gain of
less than 65 would probably be adequate. This could
be verified by using a value of p f = 45 for the design
1
procedure. This would result in a system gain of 60.
Further reduction in system gain may be possible by
varying the value of PZ , the open loop pole used to
partially cancel the effect of the drifting zero.
As can be anticipated from the root test shown
in Fig. 4.20, the variation in plant gain will not
result in the dominant closed loop poles leaving their
acceptable region. Using the procedure presented in
Chapter III to check the angle of departure of the
dominant closed loop poles for the root test shown
in Fig. 4.20 confirms this.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
The design-procedures presented in this paper
are for fourth order systems with large variations in
the pla-nt parameters (gain factor, poles and-zeroes).
Extension of _these design procedures to a fifth-order
system would be difficult since the wappi.ng equations
would be very cumbersome.
Two possibilities for additional work in-this
area are presented in this chapter which would be a
significant, improvement over the design procedures
developed in this paper.
The first of these is a computor design routine.
An initial guess would be made as to the compensation
zero location at a fixed value of system gain.. By
examining the resulting dominant closed loop poles and
possibly using a gradient technique, one could determine
in what direction the compensation ;zeroes should be
moved to place the dominant closed Loop poles within
their acceptable region. This is complicated b) the
fact that the necessary value of system gain is also
unxnowr, since for small values of system gain, a design
is impossible for any compensation zero .location.
1 14 J
Analytic expression ,3 for the boundary of the ple.rit pole
variation and The, acceptable dominant .losod loop pole
region ► woal-0 probably be required.
The second possibility in this prubier gs, would
be an atteript to obtairi an aualv'-:;c solution for the
cumpensaci )u zero. location and necessary valuo of
,ys',;e:m gain to place the douAnant clo: ed loop poles
Within ,I given region in the s-plane for a g-'-ven region
of plant _pole variation. Intuitively, one would think
that there is a unique value of-system gain an-2 compen-
sation zero location such that the closed loop poles
li.o. within their acceptable region and the s v stern. gain
is r►i_niai.zed.
	 Urif ,.r-tr;nately, a solution in closed
forma ippeatr :5 to be very difficult to obtain in even
trivial -:rases. Analytic expressions for the boundary
of tine plant pole variation and t..e acceptable doi, irnant
closed loop pol region would certainly be required in
this design procedure.
1 6
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APPENDIX A
POLYNOMIAL FACTORING
A.1 statement. of Problem
In many investigations of-feedback control
systems, polynomials of rather high degree must be
factored. in the analysis of feedback control sys-
tems, r,he a pproximate location of the -roots in the
complex plane are often known. The problem usually is
one of determining if the roots lie within an acceptable
region despite variations in gain and/or plant para-
meters. The polynomial considered in Viis appendix
is of fifth order. A procedure is first developed for
extracting one real root from. this polynomial. The
resulting fourth order polynomi.­ i. is then .factored
into the product of two quadratics using
metha,1. 1
 This method is applicable whether the fourth
order polynor:,ial has real or complex roots. A method
is then presented for extracting two real roots from- a
fourth order pol ynomial. The nomenclature: -is chosen
to aid in the programming of theses, procedures oti a
digital computor. The convergence of any of those
meih*ds is not guaranteed.
r
r
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A.2 Extraction of One Real RGot From A Fifth Order
Polynomial
The fifth order polynomial is
s 5+wls4+W2s 3+w3s 2+w4s+W 5 	(A.1)
The coefficients W1, W2, etc., are considered to be
real in ail cases.
This procedure is based on the fact that an
approximation to the real root is given by the quotient
W5/W4. An improvement on this approximation can be
made after one long division trial by considerin8 , the
binomial term in the last subtraction process. 1 With
this in mind define
V(J)	 W5/w4	 J-1 only	 (A.2)
where: V(J) = J^b approximation to the real root. The
long division operation is shown below-
s4 +Al(j)3 3 +A2 J s2+A3(J)s+A4(•J)
s+t (j) T s 5 + W 1 s +W2s3+W3s2+w4s+w 5
s5+V(J)ss
t ai V(J))s +4 +W2s3
'W1-V(.1)} s 4 +{W1V(J)-V2 (J)} S3
{W2-W1V(J) +V2(J))s3+W352
fW2-W1V(J)+V 2 (J)} s3+{W2V(Ji-W1V2(J)+V3 (_T)js2
; W3—W2V(J)+W1V2(J)-V3(J)IS2+w4s
T
i
1 4t)
j1n' ,3-W2V(J)+WIV1 J)- VAJ) Is2+(W3V(J)-W2V2(J) +W1V3(.;) -VI(J
tW4-W3v(J)+W2V2(J)-W1V3(J)+v4(J))s+W5
(W4-1i3V(J)+W2V2 (J )-Wi V3 (J)+V4 (J)} s
+ (w4v(.j)-W3V2 (J) A2V3(J)-W1V4(J)+V5(J)S
fw 5-W4v( J)+WjV2(J)=W2V3(J)+'.-1V4(J)-V5(J)}
The remainder term is the test for convergence. Let
x - = h5-w4v( J) +w3v2 (J)-W2V3 (J) +W1V4 (J)- v5 (J) (A.3)
if X is not sufficiently small, then the next trial
divisor V(J+1) is given by
V(J+1) =	 W5	 (A.4)
W4-W3V(J)+W2V2 (J)-WIV3 (J)+V (J)
The coefficients of the fourth order polynomial
are giver. by
Ai(J) = Wi-.V(J)	 (A-.5)
A2(J) = W2-W1V(J)+V2 (Ji	 (t^.•6)
A30) = W3-t+2V(J)+WlV2 (J)-V3 (J)	 (A.;)
A40) = w4-W3V(J),W2V2 (?)-WIV3 (J)+v4 (J)	 (A.8)
The iteration ► procedure is continued until the
value of X is sufficief+tly small or until a sufficient
number of trials have been made.
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A.3 Lin's Method
This method is essentially the same as the pre-
vious procedure except the trial divisor is a quadra-
tic; term. Let the fourth order polynomial be given by
s4 +Als3+A2s2+A3s+A4
	
(A.))
Define
Bi(I)=A3 /A2;
 B2(I)=A4/A2	 I=1 only	 (A.10a, 10b)
where: B1(I), B2(I) = coefficie.,ts of Ith trial quadratic
The trial divisor in the long division operation is
given by
s2+B1(I)s+B2(I)	 (A.11)
Performing the long division operation results in the
following
s2+C1 I s+C2 I _
s ` +Bi(I)s+B2(I) is +A1s3+A2s2+A3s+A4
s,++B1(I)s3+B2(I)s2
{A1-B1 (I)) s3 +{ A2-B2(I)d s2+A3s
JA.1	 2(1)152+{A1B2(I)-Bi(I)B2(I)}s
(A2-B2(I)-A1B1(I)+B12(I)}s2+tA3-A1B2(I)
i-B: (I) B2(,)) s+A4
{A2-B2(1)-AiBI(I)+B12(I))s2+{A2B1(I)-
B1(I)B2(I)-AIB12(I)+B13(I)}s
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+{A2B2(I)-B2 2^ -Al B1(I) B2(I)+B2(I)B12(I);
(A3-A1B2(I)+2B1(I)B2(I)-A2B1(I)+A1B12(I)
-B13(I)35+(A4-A2B2(I)+B22(I)+A1B1(I)B2(I)
F2(I)B1`
0
(I)11
The two remainder terms are the test for c onvergence.
Let
X=A3-A1B2(I)+2131(I)B2(I)-A2B1(I)+A1B12(T)-B13(I)
(A.12)
Y = A4-A2B2(I)+B22(I)4A1B1(I)B2(I)-B2(I)B12(I)
(A.13)
If X and Y are not sufficiently small, then the co-
efficients - of the next trial . quadratic divisor are given
by
B1(I+i) = A3-A1B2(I)+B1(I)B2(I) _	 (A.14)
A2-B2(I)-A1B1(I)+B12(I)
B2(I +1) =	 a4	 (A.15)
A2-B2(I)-A1B1(I)+Bi2(I)
The coefficients of the remaining quadratic are
C1(I) = Al-B1(I)	 (A.16)
C2(I) = A2-B2(I)-A1B1(I)+B12(I)	 (A.17)
1j
The iteration procedure -i s continued until the
values of both X and Y are sufficiently small or a
sufficient number of trials have been performed.
A.4 Extraction of Two Real Roots From a Fourth Order
Polynomia l
This method is applicable when it is known that
the fourth order polynomial has at least two real routs.
The fourth order polynomial is given by
s4+A1s3 +A2s2+A3s+A4
As with the fifth order polynomial, define
V(J) = A4/A3	 J=1 only	 (A.18)
where: V(J) = Jo' approximation to the real root.
The long division operation results in
S 1
+D1 J s ` +D2 J s+D3 J
s+V(J) s +Als3+A2s2+A3s+A4
s +V(J)s'
Al -V (,J s 3 +{ A1V(,J)-V2 J ,s2
{A2-A1V(J)+V2(.J)} s2+A3s
{A2-A1V(J)+V 2 (J)} s 2 +{A2V(J)-A1V2 (J)+V 3 J s
{A3-A2V(J) +A1V2(J)-V3(J)}s+A4
{A3-A2V(J)+A1V2(J)-V3(J}}s+{ A3V(J)-A2V2(J)
+A1V3(J)-V4(J)1
(A4-A 3V (J) +A2V 2 (J) -A l O W +V 4 M)
i
t
i
i
i
r
i
i
r.
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The remainder term is again the test for convergence,
i.e., let
.X = A4-A3V(J)+A2V 2 (J)-A1V3 (J)+V4 (J)	 (A.19)
If X is not sufficiently s.all, the next trial
divisor is
V(J+1) =	 A4	 (A.20)
A3-A2V(J)+A1V2(J)-V3(J}
The coefficients of the third order polynomial are
D1(J) = Ai-V(J)
	
(A.21)
D2(J) = A2-A1V(J)+V2 (J)	 (A.22)
D30) = A3—A2V(J)+A1V2 (J)-V3 (J)	 (A.23)
After the first real root is obtained with a sufficient
degree of accuracy, the second real root is ex'_ c._;;d
from the remaining third degree equation. Let the
third order polynomial be defined by
s3 +C1s 2 +C2s+C3	 (A.24)
Define
U(I) = C3/C2	 I=1 only	 (A.25)
where: U(I) = Ith approximation to real root.
The long division operation results in
1 4
s2+B1s+B2
s+U(I)	 s3+C1s2+C25 +C3
s3+U(I)s2
(C1 -U(I)) s2+C2s
	
_	 f C1-U(I)) s 2 +(C1U(I)-U2 (I)l s
(C2-C1U(I)+U2 (I)) s+C3
^.
(C2-C1U(I)+U 2 (I))s+{C2U(I)-C1u 2 (I)+U3 (I))
fC3-C2U(I)+C1U2(I)-U3(1)}
The test for convergence is
X = C3-C2U(I) +C1U2 (I) -v3 (I)
The next trial divisor, if X is not sufficiently small,
is
U(I+1) =
	
	
C3
C2-C1U(I)+U2(I)
The coefficients of the quadratic equation are
	
((
	 B1(I) = C1-U(I)	 (A.28)
B2(I) = C2-C1U(I)+U2 (I)	 (A.29)
In some cases convergence fails in the case of extracting
one real root from a third order polynomial. In this
case convergence cau sometimes be obtained by extracting
a quadratic from the third order polynomial.
Define the third order polynomial as
F
(A•26)
(A. 27)
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s 3 +C1s 2 +C2s+C3	 (A.30)
Also define
D1(I) = C2/C1; D2(I) = C3/C1	 I=1 only	 -(A-31a,
A.31b)
where: D1(I1, D2(I) = coefficients of the I u' trial
quadratic.
The trial divisor in the long division operation is
given by
s 2 +D1(I)s +D2(I) 	 (A.32)
The long division operation results in the following:
s+V(I)
s 2 +D1(I)s +D2(I) Is3 +C1s2+C23+C3
s3+D1(I)s2+D2(I)5
{C1-D1(I))s2+tC2-D2(I))s+C3
(C1-D1(I))s2+(C1D1(I)-D12(I))s
+(C1D1(I)-D1(I)D2(I))
(C2-D2(I)-C1D1(I)+D12(I)}s
+(C3-C1D1(I)+D1(I)D2(I))
The two remainder terms are a test for convergence. Let
X = C2-D2(I)-C1D1(I)+D1 2 (I)	 (A.33)
Y = C3-C1D1(I)+D1(I)1)2(I)
	 (:x.34)
If X and Y are not sufficiently small, then
the coefficients of the next trial quadratic are given
by
1 5 c,
. z— ► 7z 1	 (A..35)DI (1+1	
= C1-B1
i)2(I=1)	 C1-I)1 I)	 (A•36)
The real root is
s = -V(I) = -(Cl -J)1 (I) )
	
(A.37)
A.5 Conclusion
The factoring procedures presented in this
appendix may be used for fifth, fourth or third
order polynomials possessing either. real or complex
roots or both. It should be stated again that the
convergence of none of trxese procedures is guaranteed.
APPENDIX l3
ANfrLE CONTRIBUTION THEOREM
B.1 Sta.tement of^Problem
This .appendix presents a geometric proof of
the statement in-Chapter. -II regarding the an 	 cciraLri-
bution of two zeroes t6- a complex pole -located in the
s-plane. The statement to be proved .is as_.foll'ows: 	 -
The angle contribution due to two conjugate ze-roes to
a complex pole is a constant if the zeroes are located
on a circular are drawn thrown the complex pole a,'.d
its conjugate and a third point X on the real axis
defined by the equation
Xp* = 8 z /2	 (B.1)
where: p* is the complex pole
°z is the angle contribi:tiur: due to the zeroes
B.2 Geometric Proof
The geometric proof ei^sentially shows that if
the compensation zeroes are located on a circila r arc
through the points paXpd 9 the angle: (.ontributior. 9 z is
a constant independent of the position of ttl.e zeroes
on the circular are and that Eq. 13.1 is sati.sfii_i-d.
The proof is shown in Fig. B.I.
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Tit erc Jf be	 i,ts	 by hex •iii:g
a =	 .Pa (B.2)
1	 =	 L Z (B.3)
2 =	 L Zpa (B.4)
to prove that
'i 1 t^+ = 2a (B.4)
From Fig. B.1, it is noted that the inscribed angles
pdZpa, pdap -d^-, and paZpa all intercept the same circular
are papa.	 Therefore from a basic theorem in plane
geometry , I the following can be stated
L PaZpa = L'2m p dpa (B-b)
L pa?Cpa = 112 sa pd pd t P . 1)
L paZpa = Y2  
	pd 
P* (B.8)
where:	 1/2 W adpa = one—half of ttie measure of	 t ►.ie
circular arc Papa
Also from Fig.	 B.1,
L	 pt2 p*	 =	 +d	 1	 2 (B.9)a
" P*XP4=	 2a (B.10)
Therefore
4^ i ,$2
 = 2a
4 111
